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Abstract 

Introduction: The high tibial osteotomy (HTO) and distal femoral osteotomy (DFO) are common 

surgical procedures for the treatment of unicompartmental knee osteoarthritis in combination with 

varus/valgus knee malalignment. Patient-specific instruments (PSI) are novel 3D-printed surgical 

guides that aim to improve the coronal and sagittal plane accuracy of these procedures, which are 

important factors for patient outcomes. Investigation of PSI accuracy in HTO/DFO is ongoing, as 

different PSI designs could determine the accuracy of the corrections. Furthermore, pelvic/spinal 

alignment changes following HTO/DFO has received limited attention, despite studies 

demonstrating correlations between change in lower-limb anatomy and alignment of the 

pelvis/spine. Methods: X-ray and EOS radiographic images were analysed in a retrospective 

single-centre clinical study to compare the planned HTO/DFO surgical corrections to post-

operative measurements of the hip-knee-ankle angle (HKA) and tibial slope (TS). Secondary 

observational measurements included the functional leg length (FLL), anatomical tibia and femur 

length, mechanical medial proximal tibial angle, mechanical lateral distal femoral angle, knee joint 

line convergence angle and knee flexion angle. Pelvic and spinal parameters included pelvic 

obliquity (PO), pelvic tilt, sacral slope, lumbar scoliosis and lumbar lordosis. Intra/inter-observer 

and methodological (inter-image) reliability were investigated to identify potential sources of 

measurement error – analysed using coefficient of variation (CV), with an acceptable variability 

threshold of 30%. Results: HKA error – the difference between the planned HKA and post-op 

measured HKA – was -2.05° ± 3.03 for HTO and 0.50° ± 2.90 for DFO. TS error was -0.97° ± 

1.46. FLL change was 4.4 mm ± 4.7, and PO change was 1.33° ± 1.26 on the operative sides. HKA 

measurements showed acceptable variability (CV=5.17–26.76%). TS measurements showed 

acceptable variability for intra-observer reliability (CV=25.64%), but unacceptable variability for 

inter-observer and inter-image reliability (CV=179.18% and 45.88%, respectively). All inter-

image measurements except for HKA showed unacceptable variability (CV=42.55–118.26%). 

Conclusion: This study indicated that performing HTO/DFO using PSI can result in accurate 

corrections of varus/valgus knee malalignment. However, intra/inter-observer and inter-image 

reliability data of the two-dimensional methods utilised in this study showed measurement 

variability that limits the confidence in our findings. Three-dimensional surgical planning and 

post-operative evaluation of HTO/DFO using weight-bearing computed tomography or sterEOSTM 

software should be investigated, as these are likely to address the limitations of this study and 

provide more accurate results on surgical accuracy and post-operative alignment changes.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Varus and valgus knee malalignment presents significant risk for unicompartmental knee 

osteoarthritis (UKOA) development (1, 2). Conservative treatment of UKOA can relieve 

symptomatology, but the long-term efficacy and safety of these methods has limitations (3-15). 

The high tibial osteotomy (HTO) and distal femoral osteotomy (DFO) have been performed to 

surgically treat UKOA with knee malalignment since 1961 (16), with excellent results shown in 

the following decades (17, 18). However, the most accurate HTO/DFO technique for achieving 

the planned coronal and sagittal plane corrections remains unclear. 

Patient-specific instruments (PSI) are novel 3D-printed surgical guides that are constructed 

based on pre-operative high-resolution computed tomography scans of patient anatomy, and were 

first reported in HTO/DFO in 2013 (19). PSI allow HTO/DFO procedures to be tailored to each 

patient, with the aim of improving accuracy and reducing complications/revisions (20). To our 

knowledge, an Australian study of PSI use in HTO/DFO has not been conducted. Given the 

heterogeneity in PSI designs/manufacturers and the novelty of the technique in HTO/DFO, 

ongoing research on the accuracy of PSI corrections is important. Furthermore, the influences of 

HTO/DFO on pelvic/spinal alignment has received limited attention, despite the known correlation 

between lower-limb anatomy and spinal alignment (21-33). 

This thesis presents a retrospective single-centre clinical study of variables related to lower-

limb and pelvic/spinal alignment, measured from long-leg X-ray and EOS (EOS Imaging, Paris 

France) radiographic images in combination with InteleViewerTM software (Intelerad, Quebec, 

Canada). 

Chapter 2 covers background concepts and HTO/DFO-specific research that guided the 

selection of our measurements and formed the research aims. Chapter 3 outlines the Materials and 

Methods from the clinical study, which is separated into pre-operative clinical management and 

applied research methods to differentiate the involvement of surgeons/engineers and researchers 

in the study. Chapter 4 provides the results, primarily displaying the post-operative changes 

observed across the procedures due to the clinical relevance of this information – raw pre/post-

operative data is tabulated at the end of each Section for additional statistical analysis. Chapter 5 

discusses the results of this study in relation to the literature, with challenges and limitations 

highlighted to guide future research on the variables investigated in this thesis. Chapter 6 gives a 

concluding statement on the findings from the study. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

From Section 2.1 to 2.5, this literature review will cover background concepts necessary to 

understanding research-specific concepts relevant to the clinical study conducted to form this 

thesis. Section 2.6 to 2.10 will cover seminal high tibial osteotomy (HTO)/distal femoral 

osteotomy (DFO) research to provide a historical perspective, as well as contemporary research 

that has formed the current understanding in HTO/DFO research and its relevant considerations. 

Section 2.11 summarises the findings of the literature review by clarifying gaps in the current body 

of knowledge to rationalise the conduction of further research, concluding with the provision of 

aims for our study. 

2.1 LOWER-LIMB ALIGNMENT AND VARUS/VALGUS DEFORMITY AT THE 

KNEE 

When viewing anteroposterior (AP) radiographic images of anatomically normal lower-

limbs in a weight-bearing (WB) position, a straight line drawn from the centre of the hip to the 

centre of the ankle will pass directly through the centre of the knee joint (34). Referred to as the 

mechanical axis (MA) of each lower-limb (Figure 2.1), this line indicates the distribution of force 

through the two (lateral and medial) compartments of the knee (Figure 2.2), which must be evenly 

distributed to allow optimal biomechanics and prevent overloading of a single compartment (35). 

However, lateral or medial deviation of the knee joint away from the MA can occur as a result of 

congenital deformity (36), obesity (37), trauma (38), or osteoarthritic pathology (35). When this 

occurs, lateral deviation of the knee is known as varus malalignment – aka ‘bowed legs’ – and 

medial deviation of the knee is known as valgus malalignment – aka ‘knock-knees’ (Figure 2.3a 

& 2.3b, respectively) (39). 

A measurement to objectify lower-limb deformities of this kind is the hip-knee-ankle angle 

(HKA), which involves a three-point line through the centres of the hip, knee and ankle, often 

measured from the medial side of the knee (Figure 2.4) (40). Hence, an HKA that traces the MA 

will equal 180º, which is the normal value for the HKA (41), and represents no varus/valgus (VV) 

malalignment. Typically, an HKA that deviates ±<3º from 180º is considered clinically 

insignificant and is unlikely to cause premature pathology in the knee joint due to preservation of 

even weight distribution across the joint compartments (34). However, VV knee malalignment can 

overload the medial and lateral joint compartments, respectively, by more than three times their 

normal WB forces at 10° of deformity (35, 42, 43). This significant unicompartmental load 

increase can lead to accelerated cartilage wear and catalyse development of unicompartmental 
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2.2 RADIOGRAPHIC MODALITIES FOR OBSERVING VARUS/VALGUS 

DEFORMITY 

At all stages of patient management, accurate radiographic analysis is a major determinant 

of patient outcome (45, 46). Long-leg X-ray (LLXR) has been the gold standard for lower-limb 

malalignment measurement for many decades (47), and the capability of this imaging modality 

has thus been proven. These setups are cost-efficient, simplistic, emit low levels of radiation and 

enable detailed images of bone morphology (48, 49), making them an attractive option for imaging 

centres worldwide (47). Typically, LLXR is single-planar, meaning only one image can be taken 

at a time (47). This means coronal and sagittal (front and side) plane images must be taken 

separately, which is unideal when needing to analyse malalignment in both planes due to patient 

stance inevitably changing between images even if strict protocols are applied. Bi-planar X-ray 

machines offer an advantage over single-plane, as they can acquire coronal and sagittal images 

simultaneously, providing clinicians with a more complete view of patient malalignment, albeit at 

the expense of an increased radiation dose (50). 

Whilst LLXR is sufficient for measuring skeletal alignment, advancements have been made 

over the last 15 years in the form of EOS machines (EOS Imaging, Paris, France) which benefit 

the clinician and the patient. EOS machines (Figure 2.5a) can visualise malalignment of not just 

the lower-limbs, but the entire skeletal system in a single image (51), which is made possible 

through two mobile X-ray sources that travel vertically and capture orthogonal views in the coronal 

and sagittal planes (Figure 2.5b & 2.5c). This mechanism of horizontal X-ray projection allows 

for the quality of EOS images to be enhanced compared to standard LLXR and may reduce the 

chance of radiographic artifacts (52). EOS machines are reported to emit around 10-times less 

radiation per-scan compared to LLXR (53), making EOS use more suitable for longitudinal 

monitoring of patients due to the minimisation of radiation exposure over repeated scans. Although 

EOS machines offer numerous advantages over LLXR, they are far less common, with only 400 

installed worldwide across 40 countries – 23 located in Australia. This low prevalence EOS is 

likely attributed to the higher cost of the machines and their relatively new status (54). 

Macquarie Medical Imaging (MMI) – the imaging facility located at Macquarie University 

Hospital (MUH) – houses the only EOSedgeTM (shown in Figure 2.5a) machine in Australia, which 

will be utilised during our clinical study on high tibial osteotomy/distal femoral osteotomy surgical 

accuracy, presented in Chapter 3. 
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2.4 THE CURRENT KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS TREATMENT SPECTRUM 

Despite extensive research over recent years providing evidence for and against various 

conservative and surgical KOA treatment approaches, as of the year 2020, a comprehensive 

disease-modifying treatment has not been established, nor has consensus been reached regarding 

the best short and long-term options for reducing pain and improving QoL (74). This Section 

provides evidence of various conservative and surgical approaches, identifying the benefits and 

limitations of each treatment in addressing KOA symptomatology. 

2.4.1 Conservative treatment 

As the initial treatment for KOA, conservative treatments can be defined as medical, orthotic 

or rehabilitative techniques that do not involve surgical intervention (75). Before surgical 

intervention is considered, it is recommended individuals attempt conservative treatment for relief 

of their condition. The first category of conservative treatment is non-pharmaceutical interventions 

(Table 2.1), with these typically being the first form of treatment a patient will be recommended 

by their consulting physician when suffering KOA symptomatology (76). Obesity has a high 

correlation with WB joint OA onset/progression (37), and OA has been reported as the second-

most financially burdensome obesity-related pathology (77). Hence, the relationship between 

KOA and obesity is evident, and indirect treatment in the form of weight loss has been shown to 

reduce symptoms and facilitate regeneration of cartilage in KOA sufferers (78). Weight loss may 

be a viable option for younger, early-stage KOA sufferers without knee malalignment, but the 

prognosis of a weight-loss approach in the absence of such demographics is likely to be 

unfavourable (79, 80). Another non-pharmaceutical option for KOA treatment is physiotherapy 

and associated techniques applied by physiotherapists, described by Page et al. in a 2011 review 

article (81): manual therapy – to release of musculotendinous tension around the knee; exercise 

prescription – for restoration of knee strength lost through disuse atrophy of surrounding 

musculature; taping – typically used for altering patellofemoral joint tracking; leg bracing – 

shifting WB to the more-preserved knee compartment in the case of UKOA; insoles and shoe 

alteration – for leg-length discrepancy and shifting WB through the ankle and knee. These 

techniques are often classified as palliative as opposed to disease-modifying, and have even been 

known to cause additional discomfort, such as taping irritation and knee brace skin/nerve 

compression (82). This makes the long-term efficacy of this treatment form unfavourable and often 

unsustainable. 

Pharmaceutical management is the other category in the conservative KOA treatment 

dichotomy (Table 2.2), which can be defined as any oral, topical or injectable substance aiming to 

address joint pain, inflammation and/or slow/reverse the disease pathogenesis (83). Paracetamol 
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(acetaminophen in the United States) is commonly recommended as the first-line analgesic for 

pain relief in KOA sufferers (84). This may be a suitable option for managing intermittent flare-

ups in early-stage KOA sufferers, but the mild strength of paracetamol substances limits its long-

term efficacy as the disease pathogenesis progresses and symptomatology worsens (5). Chronic 

long-term use of the maximum daily dose of paracetamol has also been linked with liver failure 

(85), so it is unadvisable to rely on paracetamol for OA treatment in the case of more severe 

symptomatology requiring excessive supplementation for pain management. Individuals may also 

elect to use topically-applied nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) as an alternative, 

such as the well-known Nurofen or Voltaren, which will elicit a more localised treatment to the 

symptomatic region compared to the systemic approach of paracetamol (4, 86). Understandably, 

the typical side-effects from a topically applied treatment are minimal, such as skin irritation in 

hypersensitive or allergic individuals (87). However, a limiting factor associated with topically-

applied substances is individual variations in skin permeability, which may inhibit the analgesic 

efficacy of topical pharmaceutical substances (12). Another topical treatment similar to topical 

NSAIDs is capsaicin – a chilli pepper-derived chemical that causes a warmth sensation to the area 

it is applied (67) – which has been shown to provide OA symptom relief (88). It is believed that 

this relief is physiologically derived from the local depletion of substance P from nerve fibres, 

which reduces pain perception (89). However, this supposed mechanism is juxtaposed by reports 

of capsaicin causing unbearable burning sensations, rendering it as an unusable treatment for some 

sensitive individuals (10, 90). NSAIDs may also be administered orally in tablet form, such as 

Aspirin or ibuprofen-containing alternatives, but often require simultaneous prescription of proton 

pump inhibitors (PPIs) to avoid gastrointestinal tract ulceration from the excess acid production 

caused by NSAID intake (91). PPIs also carry their own side-effects – most notably enteric 

infection (92) – making the potential domino effect of NSAID prescription one to avoid, if possible 

(93). 

Intra-articular injectable treatments are common towards the latter-stages of conservative 

pharmaceutical treatment prescription, one of which may be glucocorticoids (GC) (94). GC are 

powerful steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs that locally reduce pain around the site of injection 

through downregulation of nuclear factor kappa B (NFĸB) – a protein that inhibits the production 

of inflammatory cytokines (95). Numerous studies have demonstrated the efficacy of GC 

injections at reducing OA symptomatology (96-99), but the consequences of long-term GC use 

must be considered before prescription. It is known that immunosuppression occurs as a result of 

GC use due to inhibiting inflammatory cytokines (100), which can leave individuals susceptible 

to local and systemic infection. Furthermore, GC cause a cascade of hormonal changes that can 

ultimately lead to osteocyte apoptosis and increased osteoclast activity, resulting in osteoporosis 
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(101). Interestingly, the risk of bone fracture appears to be elevated only in the first few months of 

GC intake, with this risk attenuating thereafter (102). Increased fluid retention and development 

of Cushing’s syndrome is the final long-term side-effect that is typically discussed as the most 

concerning in the literature, which occurs as a result of synthetic GC acting as an aldosterone-like 

substance within the circulatory system (103). Thus, weight gain, high blood pressure and diabetes 

– known consequences in Cushing’s syndrome (104, 105) – are potential outcomes stemming from 

GC injection. For these reasons, it is unadvisable to prescribe GC for more than a number of 

months, as the chances of developing side-effects has been suggested to increase with age, dose 

and duration (106). The other main injectable treatment for OA is hyaluronic acid (HA), also 

known as hyaluronan (107). HA is a naturally-occurring substance that constitutes part of normal 

synovial fluid makeup, contributing to the shock-absorptive and lubricative properties necessary 

for optimal joint function (108, 109). Hence, viscosupplementation – the term given to injection 

of synthetically-produced HA – has been shown to reduce OA symptomatology, presumably by 

restoring a degree of shock-absorption and lubrication within the synovial cavity (110). The 

patient-reported efficacy and safety of HA appears to be exceptional, with a 2018 systematic 

review of 27 studies on HA for KOA treatment revealing a 55% reduction in pain with no serious 

adverse events reported (111). However, HA injection has not been shown to slow or reverse the 

progression of OA pathophysiology (15), which classifies this treatment as palliative rather than 

disease-modifying. Nevertheless, the absence of adverse events in the literature may suggest that 

this is the most recommendable injection for managing KOA symptomatology whilst avoiding 

severe side-effects, which is an important factor during the prescription process. 

The theme that can be noticed with conservative treatments is that they lack the ability to 

modify anatomy/pathophysiology, and are not likely to be suitable options for more severe OA 

over extended time periods. Until advancements are made in the non-pharmaceutical and 

pharmaceutical conservative OA treatment domains, the current value of these options is 

management of symptomatology and delaying surgical intervention. 
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Table 2.1 Conservative non-pharmaceutical knee osteoarthritis treatments 

Non-pharmaceutical treatment 

Treatment name Original report as 

osteoarthritis treatment 

Benefits Limitations Time before symptom 

relief 

Weight loss 1900 (112) Natural, controllable and sustainable effects with 

reduced risk of developing weight-related 

comorbidities (113) 

Effect is slow (if weight is lost at a healthy 

rate) and physical activity is needed in 

order to lose weight, which may aggravate 

osteoarthritis (11) 

Months (114) 

Manual therapy 1893 (115) Natural and controllable with potential immediate 

and prolonged symptomatology relief from 

loosening of musculotendinous tissue (116) 

Must be consistently performed to 

maintain benefits, as effects will reverse 

when tissue naturally tightens (14) 

Minutes (to days if 

delayed-onset muscle 

soreness occurs) (117) 

Strength training 1992 (118) Natural and controllable, with evidence to suggest 

attenuated joint space narrowing by strengthening 

the surrounding structures (119) 

May exacerbate osteoarthritis initially due 

to increased movement and potential 

weight-bearing through joint (6) 

Weeks to months (120) 

Taping 1976 (121) Potential immediate relief from patellofemoral 

osteoarthritis (122, 123) 

Must be re-applied and may cause 

individuals discomfort from compression 

or skin irritation (7) 

Immediate with potential 

ongoing benefits (122) 

Bracing 1970 (124) Immediate relief from unicompartmental knee 

osteoarthritis due to shifting weight-bearing to 

healthy compartment (125) 

Adds weight/bulk, elicits pressure on skin, 

and may also be considered cosmetically 

unpleasing when the knee is exposed (3) 

Immediate with potential 

ongoing benefits (125) 

Orthotic/shoe alterations 1965 (126) Possible relief from pedal pathology caused by 

knee malalignment, with subsequent changes to 

knee weight-bearing (127) 

Adds weight/bulk and not compatible with 

all shoe types 

Immediate with potential 

ongoing benefits (128) 
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Table 2.2 Conservative pharmaceutical knee osteoarthritis treatments 

Pharmaceutical treatment 

Treatment name Original report as 

osteoarthritis treatment 

Benefits Limitations Time before symptom 

relief 

Paracetamol (acetaminophen) 1960 (129) Quick-acting relief from early-stage 

osteoarthritis symptomatology with minimal 

side-effects in moderate doses (84) 

Not effective for severe symptomatology due 

to mild strength and dangers associated with 

large-dose consumption (5) 

Minutes to an hour (130) 

Topical nonsteroidal anti-

inflammatories (NSAIDs) 

1989 (131) Quick-acting, localised relief from mild 

symptoms without the side-effects associated 

with its oral counterpart (86) 

Not suitable for moderate/severe symptoms, 

and variations in skin permeability may inhibit 

efficacy (12) 

Hours to days or even 

weeks (132) 

Capsaicin 1990 (133) Quick-acting, localised relief from mild 

symptoms without systemic side-effects (10) 

May cause cutaneous burning sensation and 

discomfort (10) 

Hours (133) 

Oral NSAIDs 1963 (134) Strong systemic pain relief (135) High-dosage and/or long-term use are 

associated with many severe side-effects (4) 

Hours (4) 

Glucocorticoids 1950 (136) Consistent evidence to suggest efficacy 

against osteoarthritis symptomatology (96-99) 

Severe cascade of local and systemic side-

effects from long-term use (13) 

Days (137) 

Hyaluronic acid 1971 (138) Symptom relief with no adverse side-effects 

recently reported (111) 

Has not been shown to modify disease 

pathophysiology (15) 

Days to weeks (139) 
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2.4.2 Surgical treatment 

Whilst the aforementioned conservative treatments may provide symptom relief, given the 

progressive nature of OA, it is often inevitable that symptoms will progress, and surgical treatment 

may become the focus of discussion between clinicians and patients. In addition, if VV knee 

malalignment is present, patients are placed in a difficult situation where choosing conservative 

treatments will not address this malalignment, and the prognosis with continued conservative 

treatment is likely to be poor. Hence, once conservative measures have been exhausted, a patient 

may choose to explore surgical options, outlined from least-to-most invasive in Table 2.3 after 

each surgery has been explained. As with all invasive general anaesthetic surgical procedures, 

there is risk of infection, local or systemic complications and rare occurrence of death (140, 141), 

which means careful consideration of patient demographics and assessment of morbidity is 

necessary before a decision is made to proceed with surgery. However, the reported correlation 

between chronic OA and worsening mental health (142-144) makes such intervention warranted 

to alleviate symptoms and improve QoL. 

Beginning with arthroscopy, this technique is a keyhole-based surgery typically involving 

two or three portals (depending on physician preference) to observe and manipulate the intra-

articular structure of the knee joint (145). The basic principle of this procedure is to restore as-

close-to-normal joint architecture by removing or repairing potential irritants that may be causing 

individuals discomfort, executed by the surgeon using a small shaver and scissors inserted through 

one of the portals. Irritants can include loose bodies (bone or cartilage that has broken away from 

the surface and is allowed to move freely throughout the synovial cavity), meniscal tears, rough 

cartilage/bone or inflamed synovial tissue (146). Lavage may also be performed simultaneously, 

which is rinsing of the synovial cavity with a saline solution to cleanse damaged tissue and restore 

a homeostatic environment (147). Whilst the aims of arthroscopy are logical, the presence of OA 

within the knee joint can be a predictor of knee arthroscopy being inefficacious (148). This is 

because osteoarthritic bone can continue to degrade and cause damage to surrounding anatomy, 

returning the patient to their pre-arthroscopic state in the months/years following the procedure. 

Hence, if individuals with KOA do elect to undergo arthroscopy, short-term efficacy (if any) 

should be considered. 

The next surgical OA treatment commonly documented in the literature is cartilage 

microfracture (MFx) – synonymously referred to as bone marrow stimulation. It involves 

arthroscopic shaving of damaged cartilage, followed by drilling perforations in the subchondral 

bone to promote a regenerative process that forms new cartilage (149). This regenerative process 

is caused by the passage of autologous mesenchymal stem cells from bone marrow through the 

subchondral bone perforations to form a blood clot along the surface of the cartilage lesion (150). 
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Thus, a healing cascade is initiated, and the area of cartilage responsible for symptomatology 

undergoes reformation. The indications for MFx are younger individuals (aged <40) with very 

early stage OA, minimal HKA malalignment and chondral defects of approximately two 

centimetres in diameter (150). Because of these indications, MFx is more commonly used for the 

treatment of focal traumatic cartilage injuries in the hope of preventing/slowing the progression of 

OA than the direct treatment of OA (151). According to contemporary literature, if MFx is 

efficacious, five years post-op appears to be the time at which the procedure can be expected to 

fail (152). Hence, the limitations to this technique are evident, as the demographics it is typically 

applied to represents a very small proportion of the total KOA population. 

Unicompartmental knee replacement (UKR) (also referred to as unicondylar/partial knee 

replacement) is the first of the major surgical interventions for KOA that will be discussed in this 

Chapter. As the name suggests, UKR is the replacement of only the medial or lateral tibiofemoral 

joint compartment that is affected with OA (153), completely preserving the opposite 

compartment. This is achieved through the surgical removal of diseased articular cartilage and 

bone, and insertion of artificial titanium/polyethylene components to restore function and alleviate 

pain. Although UKOA is a common condition (62), UKR is less commonly used to surgically treat 

patients. A recent systematic review of 3037 surgeons by Klasan et al. revealed only 5-10% of 

knee replacement surgeries were UKR throughout this cohort (154). The presence of osteotomy 

corrections (Section 2.5) in the UKOA surgical treatment sphere could play a role in this statistic, 

due to achieving a similar outcome whilst preserving the natural architecture of the joint (155). 

Nevertheless, UKR is a suitable UKOA treatment option for older (aged >60) individuals with a 

BMI <30, who are less active and have lower expectations of the procedure in terms of their 

lifestyle or exercise preferences (156). However, individuals have been reported as approximately 

five times more likely to require a revision UKR than a revision total knee replacement (TKR) 

(157), and revision UKR is also suggested to have worse outcomes than primary TKR (158). 

Physicians consider such findings when determining whether UKR is the best mid-to-long-term 

option for the patient, and if performing a TKR would be more suitable. 

TKR has been a common surgical intervention for KOA for many decades, increasing in 

popularity as patient outcome and implant survival continue to show improvements (150, 159). 

Unlike UKR, TKR involves replacing all three articular compartments of the knee, removing the 

osteoarthritic joint surfaces and forming an entirely new joint (160). Similarly, however, 

titanium/polyethylene componentry are used, with the only difference being the size and shape to 

fit the entire knee anatomy. With the right indications, the success of TKR surgeries has continued 

to improve since being pioneered in 1968 (161), to the point where a minimum of 10 years implant 

survival is expected (162) and more than 20 years of survival is becoming more common (163). 
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Despite this success, patient dissatisfaction rates have been reported at 25% for reasons of 

unnatural joint function or pain/discomfort (164), yet, the reason for poor TKR outcome remains 

unclear (165). What is clear, however, is that older patients (aged >65) with lower physical 

demands and expectations of the procedure experience the best outcomes from TKR (166). For 

these reasons, delaying TKR as long as possible is regarded as the best approach for individuals 

with KOA (166, 167), which provides a rationale for osteotomy corrections, as explained in the 

following Section. 

2.5 OSTEOTOMY CORRECTIONS AROUND THE KNEE 

From Greek origins, the word ‘osteon’ means ‘bone’, and the suffix ‘otomy’ means ‘to cut’. 

Therefore, an osteotomy is defined as either the partial or complete surgical cutting of a bone for 

the purposes of shortening, lengthening or changing its alignment (168). Osteotomy corrections 

are a unique form of surgical intervention for KOA, as they are classified as an extra-articular 

procedure, unlike the previously mentioned techniques, which are all intra-articular. This means 

that the walls of the synovial cavity are not breached, and the entire procedure occurs outside of 

the knee joint. Osteotomies aim to realign the positioning of the ankle relative to the hip and knee, 

such that WB through the knee is shifted from the arthritic compartment to the more-preserved 

compartment. The typical indications for an osteotomy correction of VV malalignment with 

UKOA are younger individuals (<65) with moderate UKOA (Kellgren-Lawrence Grade ≤3), good 

ROM (~100°), a body-mass index (BMI) <30 and an active lifestyle (35). Contraindications 

include a flexion contracture/recurvatum of >10° and bicompartmental/tricompartmental KOA 

(169). Age and weight are often the two most flexible factors when determining suitability for an 

osteotomy over an arthroplasty, as individuals aged >65 or with a BMI >30 can still have 

successful outcomes from the procedure (170). 

2.5.1 High tibial osteotomy (HTO) 

The HTO (also referred to as proximal tibial osteotomy/superior tibial osteotomy) is the 

realignment procedure typically used to treat medial KOA with varus deformity (171). It involves 

making an incomplete cut through the medial aspect of the superior tibia towards the lateral cortex 

near the fibular head (Figure 2.7), spreading the cut to form an opening-wedge, and securing the 

wedge with hardware and bone grafting (Figure 2.8). By doing this, the position of the ankle 

relative to the knee is altered, changing the alignment of the lower-limb (visible in Figure 2.9), 

and shifting WB from the osteoarthritic medial compartment to the more-preserved lateral 

compartment. Thus, pain is hoped to be alleviated and QoL improved. HTO can also be performed 

using a closing-wedge on the lateral side, but it is most commonly performed on the medial aspect 

of the superior tibia as an opening-wedge osteotomy (64), and the rationale for this will be detailed 
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Table 2.3 Surgical knee osteoarthritis treatments 

Surgical treatment 

Treatment name Original report 

as osteoarthritis 

treatment 

Benefits Limitations Time before symptom 

relief 

Arthroscopic debridement and 

lavage 

1931 (174) Removes potential sources of irritation and 

returns synovial cavity to homeostasis (146, 147) 

Mostly palliative, with presence of 

osteoarthritis likely to reverse benefits of the 

procedure in months/years (148) 

~6 weeks (175) 

Microfracture 1980 (149) Preserves the natural architecture of the joint and 

uniquely targets regeneration of cartilage, unlike 

most other conservative and surgical treatments 

(150) 

Requires very specific indications for surgery 

that excludes a large proportion of 

osteoarthritis patients (176) 

>8 weeks (150) 

High tibial osteotomy (HTO) 

or 

Distal femoral osteotomy (DFO) 

1961 (16) Preserves the natural joint, enables high-impact 

physical activities and can delay the need for total 

knee replacement (TKR) by >15 years (35). 

High planning and surgical complexity, and 

an increased risk of revision TKR following 

HTO/DFO (177) 

>8 weeks (178) 

Unicompartmental knee 

replacement (UKR) 

1982 (179) Replaces osteoarthritic compartment but 

preserves half of the natural knee to maintain 

relatively normal knee feeling and function (153) 

Reported five times greater risk of revision 

UKR compared to revision TKR (157), with 

revision UKR having worse outcomes than 

primary total knee replacement (158) 

~6 weeks (180) 

TKR 1968 (161) Removes all osteoarthritic articular bone and can 

provide 10 to 20 years of improved knee function 

(162, 163) 

Has a dissatisfaction rate of 25% (164) and 

entirely removes the natural architecture of 

the joint (160) 

~6 weeks (181) 
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2.6 SURGICAL CORRECTION TARGET 

The optimal HKA to achieve post-operatively for positive long-term patient outcome has 

been a controversial topic since Jackson first published his results of 10 tibial osteotomy 

procedures for varus and valgus correction in 1961 (16). He stated in this paper that the intra-

operative aim was for the leg to ‘look straight’, with the hope of restoring a 180º HKA to match 

the MA of the lower limb. This highlights the arbitrary nature of early osteotomy corrections with 

minimal pre-operative planning and intra-operative assurance of correction accuracy. Despite this, 

all patients reported that their pain had significantly or entirely reduced at 6–72-months follow-

up, which may suggest even slight unloading of the osteoarthritic compartment can provide 

alleviation of pain for a substantial time period. Understandably, this is a primitive example of 

osteotomy findings in comparison to contemporary evidence, but it serves as a baseline indicator 

of the capability of the procedure to improve UKOA symptoms. 

Fujisawa published an arthroscopic study of 54 patients in 1979 that identified individuals 

with varus deformity and medial compartment OA whose MA was corrected to approximately 

62.5% of the tibial plateau width (TPW) (concept shown in Figure 3.1) through a valgising HTO 

demonstrated cartilage regeneration in the medial compartment between 1 and 2 years post-op 

(17). This was a promising finding that indicated reversibility of OA pathophysiology and potential 

for a more positive prognosis of UKOA through an unloading osteotomy. However, it was unclear 

whether similar findings had been achieved at alternative MA locations across the TPW, and more 

studies were needed to confirm intra-articular changes following various degrees of correction to 

confirm the superiority of a post-operative MA located at 62.5% TPW (approximately 3–6º valgus) 

– later termed the Fujisawa point. 

Naturally, advancements in osteotomy research in the form of larger sample sizes and longer 

follow-up occurred in the decade following Fujisawa’s findings, of which Hernigou et al. reported 

on a 93-person cohort who underwent HTO for varus correction (18). This cohort all underwent 

valgising HTO with the aim of achieving 3–6º valgus post-operatively. With an average follow-

up of 11.5 years, the results of this study showed that most individuals who were under-corrected 

(<3º valgus) showed progression of their medial compartment OA and had worse long-term 

outcomes. Contrastingly, the individuals who were overcorrected (>6º valgus) all developed lateral 

compartment OA after approximately 5 years. Finally, the 20 individuals who achieved the 

intended 3–6º valgus claimed no progression of medial symptoms nor developed lateral symptoms, 

suggesting this approach could give the best long-term patient outcome. This study also 

corroborated the findings of Brinkman et al. 6 years prior, which concluded that failure to meet 

the intended post-operative HKA was the most common determinant of poor patient outcome (45). 
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Emphasising accuracy at all stages of osteotomy planning and execution was the conclusion from 

Hernigou et al.’s study. 

More recent literature shows that the concepts formed in the previous studies have 

maintained their relevance in modern osteotomy procedures, except for some contrasting 

suggestions from different authors. The method described by Fujisawa – shifting the mechanical 

axis to 62.5% of the total TPW – is still employed by many surgeons across the world. A 2021 

systematic review by Tawy et al. analysed 39 studies from 2005 to 2019 where the Fujisawa point 

was targeted (182). This study observed 4 patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) – 

explained in Section 2.10 – that are commonly used to determine patient outcome in the 

orthopaedics field, and analysed the correlation between these PROMs and post-operative HKA 

correction accuracy. The visual analogue scale (VAS) score, Oxford Knee Score (OKS), Knee 

Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) and EQ-5D improved significantly post-operatively, 

despite inconsistent surgical accuracy with an average post-op alignment of 2.3º ± 1.7 valgus. 

Hence, Tawy et al.’s serendipitous finding was that the supposed 3–6º valgus needed for optimal 

patient outcome may indeed be more forgiving after seeing positive results from valgus outside of 

the traditional values. This study also highlighted the frequency of under-correction in HTO, which 

could be a source of unfavourable outcomes or revision surgery in extreme cases. 

As a middle ground to the aforementioned studies, some authors have suggested the MA 

should cross at 55% of TPW due to providing sufficient medial unloading and avoiding lateral 

overloading, combining to supposedly give the best long-term outcome (183-185). Van Genechten 

et al. commented on these papers in 2020, advocating a multifactorial approach for determining 

the degree of correction (41). Van Genechten et al. suggested OA severity, other knee pathologies, 

pre-operative malalignment and the contralateral limb should be factors in determining a patient-

specific post-operative alignment target. He also suggested that greater consideration should be 

given to the mechanical medial proximal tibial angle (mMTPA) and mechanical lateral distal 

femoral angle (mLDFA), as well as the joint line convergence angle (JLCA) – all displayed in 

Sub-Section 3.2.4 – as these can play a role in determining the force distribution through the knee 

joint (20, 48, 186). This is a non-exhaustive list of examples that have led to the outdating of a 

fixed alignment target in knee osteotomy procedures, and allows surgeons to customise their 

surgery to match each unique case. 
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Upon reviewing the literature, it is evident that the degree of correction can be an 

individualistic consideration, determined by patient demographics and pathology. Hence, tailoring 

the correction angle in HTO/DFO to the needs of each patient has become normalised and aims to 

maximise the benefits from the procedures. Another debate relevant to this is the HTO/DFO 

techniques that facilitate the most safe and accurate corrections, which will be discussed in the 

following Section. 

2.7 OSTEOTOMY TYPES AND SURGICAL TECHNIQUES 

Whilst the general concept behind all varising or valgising osteotomies around the knee is 

the same, there are various intra-operative techniques for achieving the desired correction. 

However, for reasons of complication rates, procedure complexity, biomechanical consequences, 

long-term survival and reported surgical accuracy, there has been a movement towards using 

opening-wedges in HTO/DFO surgeries, especially over the last two decades. 

2.7.1 Movement from closing-wedge to opening-wedge and consideration of osteotomy 

location 

Several decades ago, the closing-wedge was considered the most popular approach for 

HTO/DFO procedures (187). As the name suggests, it involves making two cuts to create a wedge, 

followed by closing of the wedge to alter alignment and internal fixation for stability during bone 

healing. An obvious advantage of this technique is the absence of bone grafting, which simplifies 

the procedure compared to an opening-wedge – where invasiveness of autografts or potential 

rejection of allografts are immediate disadvantages (188). In addition, closing-wedges have been 

suggested to have lower early complication rates compared to opening-wedges according to 

Duivenvoorden et al. in 2014 (189). Their study showed lower rates of wound infection, non-

union, tibial plateau fracture and under-correction in closing-wedge procedures compared to 

opening-wedges. However, the same study revealed a 21% conversion to TKR following closing-

wedge HTO compared to 6% in opening-wedge over a 6-year period in the cohorts of 47 and 45 

patients, respectively. This indicates closing-wedges may be the inferior approach for long-term 

patient outcome, but may cause less complications intra-operatively and within 12 months post-

op. 

Even if this was statistically evident, there are some severe complications associated with a 

closing-wedge approach on the lateral aspect of the tibia. Palsy of the peroneal nerve occurred in 

1 participant in Duivenvoorden et al.’s closing-wedge cohort, which is a form of potentially 

irreversible and disabling complication that can be mitigated by changing the location of the 

osteotomy to the medial aspect of the tibia and using an opening-wedge approach (190). Another 

disadvantage of closing wedges in the tibia for varus correction is the presence of the fibula on the 
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lateral side. This inevitably means that the fibula must undergo shortening to match the alteration 

to the tibia, with failure to execute this accurately being a potential source of complications. 

Performing a simultaneous osteotomy of the fibula also means the chances of complications are 

increased due to more osteotomies and complexity of osteosynthesis positioning (191). This 

increased post-operative morbidity may also reduce mobility in patients and predispose them to 

development of deep vein thrombosis (192). For these reasons, closing-wedges appear far less 

common in the interest of avoiding severe complications and maximising procedure survival. 

2.7.2 Manual/conventional osteotomy 

Conducting HTO/DFO using a manual approach (also referred to as the ‘conventional’ 

approach) was the initial technique used in knee realignment osteotomies (16). As the name 

suggests, the manual technique relies heavily on the pre-operative planning and employs a 

‘freehand’ approach to correcting the alignment of the limb based on the planned osteotomy 

location and wedge dimensions (48) – explained in Sub-Section 3.1.1. Hence, the image intensifier 

(II) is used for locating the surgical site and monitoring the accuracy of each stage of the procedure, 

with the diathermy cable or lead-impregnated grid line methods often used to confirm the 

repositioned WBL intra-operatively (193). The internal fixation is then positioned based on the 

decision of the surgeon. This technique can be performed accurately, but systematic review of the 

literature has demonstrated reduced consistency of manual HTO in achieving the planned post-

operative alignment in both the coronal and sagittal planes, when compared to alternative 

techniques (194). Contemporary literature comparing manual HTO/DFO to other surgical 

techniques is becoming sparse, likely due to a reducing number of surgeons using the manual 

method in high-volume centres. Despite technological advancement over recent decades to 

improve surgical accuracy/consistency and reduce complications, the manual technique is still 

used by some surgeons due to preference, reluctancy to adopt new technology or financial 

circumstances of their surgical facility. However, manually performing HTO/DFO is likely to be 

progressively phased out as a new generation of surgeons and research can rationalise an increased 

transition to computer-assisted/navigated surgery or patient-specific instruments – explained in the 

following Sub-Sections – that may allow better surgical accuracy and patient outcome. 
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2.7.3 Navigated/computer-assisted osteotomy 

Navigated/computer-assisted osteotomy was a significant advancement from the manual 

technique. It involves the use of intracortical pins housing spherical optical targets that are inserted 

percutaneously to the femur and tibia, which are calibrated using infrared sensors to register the 

location of the limb/s in three-dimensional (3D) space (195). Thus, the degree of surgical 

correction and final limb alignment in the coronal, sagittal and axial planes can be measured 

continuously throughout the procedure. This provides a significant advantage over conventional 

intra-operative measurement methods using 2D fluoroscopic images to determine accuracy, which 

are only momentary single-plane indications of alignment that are subject to parallax error (196). 

An obvious disadvantage of percutaneous intracortical fixation of hardware is the increased 

invasiveness and surgery-associated morbidity, albeit minor. The first study to identify the 

navigation method as providing increased accuracy to conventional methods was published in 

2005 by Saragaglia et al. (196). This case-controlled study of 28 navigated and conventional 

surgeries found 96% of navigated procedures resulted in ±2° of the targeted post-operative 

alignment compared to only 71% in the conventional group. Many studies have since corroborated 

the findings of Saragaglia et al. and have reinforced the benefit of navigated osteotomies compared 

to the conventional approach. 

The most recent and comprehensive study comparing these techniques appears to be the 

2016 systematic review by Yan et al., where 34 studies from 2005 to 2016 comparing navigated 

and conventional opening-wedge HTO accuracy and PROM data were collated (197). Across a 

total of 1608 navigated and 608 conventional HTO surgeries, navigated osteotomies showed more 

statistically accurate correction for HKA and tibial slope. Whilst there was also an improvement 

in PROM data for the navigated group, this difference was not statistically significant, which may 

demonstrate the heterogeneity in PROM outcomes depending on pre-operative condition and 

patient expectation (198). Furthermore, the mean procedure time was increased by approximately 

10 minutes in the navigation group compared to the conventional group due to equipment setup 

and calibration, which is a minor disadvantage with navigation. These points aside, the increased 

accuracy seen in the navigation group suggests navigation has strong potential to reduce the 

incidence of over or under-correction, which may prevent revision or rapid conversion to TKR. 
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2.7.4 Patient-specific instrument osteotomy 

As evidenced throughout the literature review so far, all aspects of HTO/DFO require 

precision in order to be effective, and the margin for error is minimal (199). The osteotomy, as 

well as drilling holes for screw insertion and internal fixation need to be executed accurately for 

the patient to have the best chance of a successful outcome. Hence, patient-specific instruments 

(PSI) aim to improve the accuracy and reliability of the procedure whilst reducing the operative 

time and complication rates (20). PSI are 3D-printed surgical guides that are manufactured for 

each patient based on computer-aided design (CAD) modelling of the patient’s anatomy from a 

high-resolution computed tomography (CT) scan (19). The details of how PSI are constructed and 

used intra-operatively are covered in the ‘Materials and Methods’ Chapter – Sub-Section 3.1.2 and 

3.1.3, but an example of PSI is presented below in Figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.13 Example of patient-specific instruments in high tibial osteotomy 

Patient-specific instruments (PSI) are visible in grey, where holes represent drilling/screw 

insertion and the slot is the osteotomy location 

 

The use of PSI was first pioneered in maxillofacial surgery in 2003 (200). PSI were then 

used in orthopaedics, first in trauma (201) and spine (202) surgery, then upper limb osteotomies 

in 2008 (203) and hip arthroplasty in 2010 (204). Billings et al. 2000 could be classified as the first 

use of surgical guides for osteotomy procedures (205), but this represents a primitive example of 

the concept. Finally, contemporary PSI were proven as a feasible concept for knee osteotomies in 

2013 as the first primary research publication on a patient cohort (19). 

Given the novelty of the technique, a thorough systematic search of Google Scholar, PubMed 

and Macquarie University’s institutional proxy server was conducted in May 2021 by HW and 

SM, identifying 14 primary research articles – summarised in Table 2.4 – investigating the use of 

PSI in HTO or DFO procedures, including the initial proof-of-concept in 2013.
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Table 2.4 Study information of patient-specific instrument osteotomy articles 

Author Year Country Knees % Male Mean 

age 

Mean 

patient 

BMI 

Internal fixation Bone void 

filler 

Mean accuracy error 

(mean ± SD, unless 

otherwise indicated) 

Complications 

Victor and 

Premanathan 

(19) 

2013 Belgium 14 57 44 N/A TomoFix None HKA 0.3° ± 0.75 1 delayed union in 

smoker 

Perez-Mananes 

et al. (206) 

2016 Spain 8 N/A 44 N/A TomoFix Autograft HKA 0.5° (range 0-

1.2°) 

None 

Arnal-Burro et 

al. (173) 

2017 Spain 12 35 44 N/A TomoFix Autograft HKA 0.28°  

(range 0-1°) 

N/A 

Munier et al. 

(207) 

2017 France 10 N/A 46 29 Activmotion Synthetic HKA 0.12°  

(range -1.7–1.8°) 

1 haematoma 

Yang et al. 

(208) 

2018 Taiwan 10 40 67 N/A TomoFix None WBL 4.90% None 

Chaouche et 

al. (40) 

2019 France 100 59 44 N/A Activmotion None, 

allograft or 

synthetic 

HKA 1° ± 0.9 18 minor hinge 

fractures, 9 

haematomas, 2 graft 

osteolysis, 6 major 

hinge fractures, 3 
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Author Year Country Knees % Male Mean 

age 

Mean 

patient 

BMI 

Internal fixation Bone void 

filler 

Mean accuracy error 

(mean ± SD, unless 

otherwise indicated) 

Complications 

wound infections, 1 

non-union 

Jacquet et al. 

(209) 

2019 France 21 38 45 24 Activmotion Allograft or 

synthetic 

HKA 0.43° ± 0.50 None 

Shi et al. 

(210)* 

2019 China 12 33 44 24 Best® locked 

conformed plate 

None WBL 4.90% 

(range 2-11%) 

N/A 

Fucentese et 

al. (211) 

2020 Switzerland 23 70 45 31 TomoFix None HKA 0.8° ± 1.5 2 impaired wound 

healing, 1 infection 

Jacquet et al. 

(212) 

2020 France 71 44 44 N/A Activmotion Synthetic HKA 1.0° ± 1.0 N/A 

Mao et al. (48) 2020 China 18 22 44 26 N/A Allograft 

(autograft for 

wedge 

openings 

>10mm) 

mFTA 0.2° ± 0.6 1 DVT, 1 infection 
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Author Year Country Knees % Male Mean 

age 

Mean 

patient 

BMI 

Internal fixation Bone void 

filler 

Mean accuracy error 

(mean ± SD, unless 

otherwise indicated) 

Complications 

Van 

Genechten et 

al. (41) 

2020 Belgium 10 60 47 N/A TomoFix Allograft mFTA 0.9° ± 0.6 1 minor and 1 major 

hinge fracture 

Predescu et al. 

(213) 

2021 Romania 25 N/A N/A N/A Activmotion 3 synthetic, 7 

no void filler 

HKA all within ±2° of 

plan 

2 major hinge fractures, 

1 delayed union in 

smoker 

Savov et al. 

(214) 

2021 Germany 19 68 43 N/A Activmotion None HKA 1.45° ± 1.16 None 

Abbreviations: N/A = variable not found in study, HKA = hip-knee-ankle angle, SD = standard deviation, WBL = weight-bearing line (mechanical axis position 

along tibial plateau width), BMI = body mass index, * = closing-wedge technique analysed in study, DVT = deep vein thrombosis, mFTA = mechanical 

femorotibial angle (uses mechanical axes of the femur and tibia to measure alignment, as opposed to HKA which uses centres of the hip, knee and ankle) 
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Across the studies presented in Table 2.4, it can be observed that majority of the coronal 

plane correction accuracy using PSI in HTO/DFO falls within ±2° of the planned correction. Van 

Genechten et al. supported this finding, suggesting that ‘good’ accuracy can be classified as ±2° 

from the planned correction and ‘excellent’ accuracy as ±1.5° (41). It also appears that over-

corrections are more common than under-corrections in the Table 2.4 studies, which is a 

questionable finding as we identified one study that reported both over and under-corrections as 

positive values instead of negative values for under-corrections. It could not be determined 

whether the same misleading data presentation was in other studies from Table 2.4 due to the 

omission of a case-by-case display of pre/target/post-op data. 

Regarding accuracy, a computer-simulated study by Jud et al. showed that mal-positioning 

of the PSI intra-operatively may have minimal effect on the coronal accuracy of the procedure 

(215), which may strengthen the rationale for PSI use. Of course, the applicability of these findings 

to in vivo surgeries cannot be guaranteed due to the computerised nature of Jud et al.’s study, but 

the mathematics of the study should be theoretically generalisable, depending on the morphology 

of the bone and design of the PSI. The sagittal plane was suggested to be the more sensitive to 

change as a result of incorrect PSI positioning, which stresses the importance of correct positioning 

to avoid iatrogenic change to the tibial slope. 

Aside from enhanced correction accuracy, other potential benefits of PSI use were identified 

by authors in Table 2.4. In relation to operative time, Perez-Mananes et al. found that operative 

time was reduced by 33% using PSI compared to those using the conventional method (206). In 

addition, they recorded 6.9 times less intra-operative fluoroscopy use in the PSI group compared 

to the conventional. Arnal-Burro et al. found PSI surgeries to be 32 minutes shorter and use 59 

less fluoroscopic images (173). Shi et al. found PSI surgeries to be approximately 19 minutes 

shorter and use 80% less fluoroscopic images compared to a conventional group (210). Mao et 

al.’s PSI cohort had 17-minute shorter surgeries with around 3 times less fluoroscopic exposure 

compared to a conventional group (48). Jacquet el al. suggest that after a learning curve of 

approximately 10 and 9 surgeries using PSI, the operative time and fluoroscopic use, respectively, 

can be progressively reduced (212). It should be kept in-mind that Savov et al. demonstrated 

reducing fluoroscopic use too far can lead to decreased accuracy due to fluoroscopy being 

important for monitoring stages of the procedure, which may suggest a minimum amount of 

fluoroscopy use per surgery (214). Nevertheless, reduced general anaesthetic and radiation 

exposure to the patient is a clear benefit of PSI use. Finally, Arnal-Burro et al. identified that the 

cost of surgery was €412 less in a PSI group compared to a conventional group (173), but this may 

vary greatly between centres depending on their logistics. Variation aside, cost is a worthy 

consideration to justify a transition to PSI use in surgical centres with lower financial capacity. 
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Intra and peri-operative complications in HTO/DFO surgeries have remained a concern for 

patient and surgeon alike throughout the lifespan of the procedure. Hinge fracture has been 

reported as the most common complication of opening-wedge HTO in numerous studies (40, 213, 

216-219), and is an ongoing complication seen with PSI use, as evidenced in Table 2.4. Whilst 

PSI do aim to prevent hinge fractures by controlling the depth and orientation of the bone saw, 

hinge fractures can still occur during passive varisation/valgisation by the surgical team, while 

using osteotomes or during post-operative weight-bearing. Hence, such complications are only 

intra-operatively mitigated using PSI. Han et al. studied the ‘safe zone’ for avoiding hinge fractures 

in cadaveric specimen (220), which provided recommendation for the positioning of the osteotomy 

to avoid hinge fractures. All other HTO/DFO-associated complications such as DVT, infections 

or non/malunion, should remain unaffected by PSI use. 

Tampere et al.’s 2018 review commented on the lack of homogeneity in PSI HTO/DFO 

studies in terms of their outcome data (49). We also noticed this throughout our literature search, 

observable in HKA, mechanical femorotibial angle (mFTA) and weight-bearing line (WBL) 

measurements used by different authors for pre-operative planning and determination of accuracy. 

Although the overall findings of these studies can be understood, different metrics make systematic 

review and corroboration of findings difficult. Understandably, different surgeons are used to 

various pre-operative planning/measurement methods, and if surgical accuracy is consistent, there 

is no need for change. However, metrical uniformity throughout the literature would be an 

improvement to the HTO/DFO research sphere. 

2.8 OSTEOTOMY INTERNAL FIXATION AND BONE VOID FILLERS 

There is a plethora of internal fixation options available for HTO/DFO surgeries, which 

range in size, shape and screw mechanism. Recent systematic review of 7 HTO internal fixation 

plate models was conducted by Diffo Kaze et al., concluding that T-shaped plates with wider 

proximal ends positioned on the anteromedial aspect of the tibia provide the best mechanical 

strength and post-operative stability (221). Hence, plates such as the TomoFix Medial High Tibial 

Plate (Depuy Synthes, MA, USA) are ideal for use in HTO procedures. It appears that similar 

investigation of DFO internal fixation has not been conducted, but the concepts identified in Diffo 

Kaze’s study are likely translatable to femoral anatomy, except for the standard positioning of the 

plate on the lateral aspect. 

It should be noted here that hardware irritation is common in opening-wedge osteotomy 

patients, often resulting in early hardware removal once bone healing is complete (222, 223). Of 

course, treating the KOA symptomatology and malalignment is the primary goal of the procedures, 

but avoidance of hardware irritation is ideal. With this in-mind, thinner plates have been shown to 
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reduce early hardware removal frequency (224), which is a worthy consideration for 

manufacturers, as well as surgeons when selecting hardware to be used for each patient. 

Opening-wedge bone void filling in HTO/DFO, or lack thereof, has also received attention 

across recent years. Slevin et al. systematically reviewed this topic in 2016 (225). Their study 

analysed the difference between autograft, allograft, synthetic bone substitute or no void filler on 

the bone union rates across 1421 surgeries in 22 articles. Whilst it was concluded that no significant 

advantage is offered by any void-filling choice, it was clear that autografts performed better than 

allografts in terms of bone union and maintenance of the correction. Furthermore, autografts and 

allografts performed better than synthetic bone substitute. It was also identified that opening-

wedge gaps of less than 10 mm can successfully heal without the use of a void filler, but healing 

times may increase with bigger wedge sizes, and wedge gaps more than 14 mm are recommended 

to involve a void filler to minimise chances of non-union. 

2.9 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOWER-LIMB ANATOMY AND 

PELVIC/SPINAL ALIGNMENT 

Since the pelvis and spine sit upon the lower limbs, it is logical that lower limb deformity 

can have a collateral effect on pelvic and spinal alignment in all three planes that may cause 

pathology if unaddressed. 

Regarding coronal plane considerations, a functional leg length discrepancy (LLD) of any 

magnitude will inevitably change the force distribution through the acetabulofemoral joints in a 

neutral weight-bearing stance i.e. the longer leg will absorb more force through the hip (226). 

Consequently, there will be an increased risk of osteoarthritic changes in the hip joint over time, 

with a tendency to push the pelvis into an oblique position (227). As a consequence of pelvic 

obliquity, lumbar scoliosis can be a compensatory mechanism to facilitate even weight distribution 

through the left and right halves of the body (228). Uneven load distribution through the 

intervertebral discs is a consequence of scoliosis, which may predispose individuals to disc 

herniation or lateral OA of the vertebrae (229). A dedicated review by Murray et al. in 2015 on the 

interrelatedness between LLD and OA of the knee, hip and spine attempted to clarify this 

relationship (27). They concluded that a sufficient amount of literature exists on the link between 

LLD and KOA, with less literature, surprisingly, on the link between LLD and hip OA. It was also 

evident that limited experimental attention has been given to the relationship of LLD and OA in 

the intervertebral discs and facet joints. Hence, ongoing longitudinal research is needed to 

objectify these relationships amongst various population groups. For these reasons, more attention 

should be given to LLD in HTO/DFO studies, and this can be rationalised by the apparent changes 

in functional leg length (FLL) that were identified in a 2019 systematic review and meta-analysis 
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of opening and closing-wedge osteotomies by Lee et al. (230). This study analysed 125 opening 

and 175 closing-wedge osteotomies, identifying an average FLL change of 6.96 mm and -1.95 

mm, respectively. The degree of HKA correction was correlated with the increase/decrease in FLL, 

but closing-wedges appeared to elicit a smaller change in FLL than the ‘clinically concerning’ 

difference observed in opening-wedges. To avoid iatrogenic development of pelvic/spinal 

malalignment following any form of opening or closing-wedge osteotomy in the tibia or femur, 

pre-operative alignment measurements and detailed planning/execution should be ensured such 

that pathological change to FLL is minimised post-operatively. 

For sagittal plane considerations, knee flexion angle (KFA) and tibial slope (TS) are two 

related lower-limb parameters that can subsequently affect sagittal pelvic and spinal alignment. 

The concept of knee-spine syndrome explains the relationship between KFA and lumbar lordosis 

(LL) angle, detailed by Murata et al. in 2003 (22). This paper showed that an increase in knee 

flexion had a correlation with reduced LL, leading to elevated pressure on the anterior surface of 

the intervertebral discs. Similarly, increased sacral slope (SS) has also been shown to correlate 

with reduced LL (231). Continuing from this, recent studies have demonstrated that higher TS is 

known to cause individuals to develop a decreased KFA due to the alteration of the tibial plateau’s 

orientation relative to the ground – termed the ‘parallel mechanism’ (232). Described by 

Mochizuki et al., this biomechanical phenomenon explains that compensatory changes may occur 

superiorly and inferiorly to the knee to maintain ambulatory balance in the case of an increased 

TS. Furthermore, increased TS has been shown by Brandon et al. to increase the incidence of 

anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) rupture due to the tibia having a greater tendency to slide 

anteriorly during ambulation, placing more tensile stress on the ACL (233). The results of this 

study were that ACL-insufficient males and females both had a significantly increased TS than 

healthy controls with intact ACL architecture. Hence, during HTO procedures, it is crucial that the 

TS remains unchanged, or that any deliberate change does not negatively impact the biomechanics 

of the patient or predispose them to ligamentous damage during physical activity. It should be 

noted here that a flexion contracture more than 10–15° has been established as a contraindication 

to HTO procedures, as post-operative function and outcome is likely to be poor (169). 

Despite a wide range of evidence on lower-limb anatomy setting the foundation for normal 

pelvic/spinal alignment, to our knowledge, only one study has been published on the effects of 

HTO on pelvic/spinal changes. Conducted by Kim et al. in 2016 (29), their study looked at the gait 

patterns of an HTO cohort 1-week before and 1-year after surgery compared to healthy controls. 

All pelvic and spinal parameters improved post-operatively towards the healthy control group, 

suggesting that restoration of lower-limb alignment can provide benefits to individuals beyond the 

immediate aims of the surgery. Hence, it is important to expand on these findings by assessing the 
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reliability of results across different research methods, and determining whether the same effect 

will apply to DFO procedures as well. 

2.10 PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOME MEASURES 

Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) are short questionnaires given to individuals 

in a clinical or research setting that aim to acquire data on their physical function and QoL relating 

to specific symptomatology and/or general life (234-236). In the case of surgical intervention, 

these questionnaires are often given to the patient during pre-operative clinical consultation and/or 

post-operatively – either as a one-time completion or repeated during longitudinal investigation 

(237). PROMs are particularly valuable when used alongside surgeries that have specific pre-

operatively planned targets (such as HTO/DFO), as the accuracy of the procedures can be 

correlated with the outcome scores of completed PROMs to determine if surgical accuracy can 

predict outcome. Knee research utilises a plethora of PROMs that all have their own strengths and 

limitations regarding their question diversity and response type e.g. written or Likert scale 

responses (238, 239). PROMs that cover a wide range of the health dimensions - such as physical, 

social and emotional – offer the most value from a research perspective, as they allow a deeper 

understanding of the patient beyond simply physical symptoms. This can give insight regarding 

certain responses in the questionnaires, such as the presence of psychological comorbidities having 

an influence on patient expectation (239). Hence, we reviewed the literature to select a PROM set 

suitable for use in our HTO/DFO clinical study. 

A 2021 systematic review by Tawy et al. on the correlation between HTO accuracy and 

knee-related PROMs served as a starting point for understanding the contemporary use of PROMs 

in knee osteotomy research (182). Out of 39 studies included in the review, 22 studies used the 

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), 10 used the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score 

(KOOS), and 9 used the Oxford Knee Score (OKS). The VAS is a simplistic 0 to 10 Likert scale 

PROM on the level of pain experienced over a certain timeframe or at the time of questionnaire 

completion (240). Despite its popularity, the VAS only gives an indication of overall pain 

symptomatology, omitting investigation of any activity-dependent fluctuation in pain. Shorter 

PROMs like this have been suggested as favourable due to eliminating the risk of respondent 

fatigue (241), but the VAS offers very restricted research value. The KOOS (242), however, is a 

comprehensive 42-item Likert scale PROM that covers 5 domains of patient health – pain, 

symptoms, activities of daily living, sport and recreation function and knee-related QoL. It was 

initially validated from cohorts undergoing surgical procedures for knee pain (243), meaning the 

KOOS is highly suited for use in clinical studies on surgical outcomes. The OKS is another 

evidently popular PROM used in knee osteotomy research (244). The 12-item Likert scale form is 
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answered based on the patient’s experience in the four weeks prior to completion. Whilst this does 

offer more research value than the VAS, it only involves a limited timeframe that is considered in 

responses. The questions also do not take into account lifestyle modifications that the patient may 

have made in order to avoid symptom exacerbation (245). For these reasons, the KOOS appears 

to provide the most research value from the PROMs covered in Tawy et al.’s systematic review. 

A limitation of this paper is that only United Kingdom Knee Osteotomy Registry-recommended 

PROMs were considered for inclusion, excluding other PROMs commonly used in orthopaedic 

research. 

The Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) is another 

PROM commonly utilised throughout the literature (246). The KOOS was developed as an 

extended version of the WOMAC, meaning the entire 17-item WOMAC is situated within the 

KOOS question set in the same 0 to 4 Likert scale format. The aim of extending the WOMAC was 

to increase the question diversity and timeframe considered throughout the PROM. The WOMAC 

can still be used as a standalone PROM in OA-related studies with permission, but many 

researchers would elect to use the KOOS for its broader scope, albeit at the expense of a longer 

completion time for the participant. 

Another PROM comparable to the KOOS is the Short Form 36 (SF-36) (247). This is a 36-

item, 0 to 4 Likert scale questionnaire covering numerous dimensions of health, including physical, 

social and emotional wellbeing. Throughout the SF-36, respondents are asked to consider their 

current health, as well as their health over the last four weeks. There is also a question asking 

respondents to rate their health at the time of answering compared to one-year prior, which gives 

perspective on the overall health perception the patient has surrounding the outcome of their 

surgery. 

It was evident throughout our PROM review that use of more than one PROM to assess the 

effect of an intervention is common practice, as the reliability and scope of findings can be 

increased. However, as mentioned previously, the likelihood of respondent fatigue should be 

considered when providing participants with multiple PROMs to be completed in succession. 

Although we did not identify research on recommended PROM completion time, it should be kept 

as short as possible to minimise respondent fatigue – a maximum time of around 15–20 minutes 

seems acceptable based on the number of PROMs used in various studies and the time taken to 

complete each form. 
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2.11 RESEARCH GAP AND AIMS OF THIS STUDY 

From this literature review, there is sufficient evidence indicating that opening-wedge high 

tibial osteotomy (HTO)/distal femoral osteotomy (DFO) using PSI in combination with autograft 

or allograft and internal fixation is a highly capable method for accurately correcting knee 

malalignment in combination with unicompartmental knee osteoarthritis. However, the significant 

heterogeneity we observed between PSI designs means that homogeneity between study results 

cannot be assumed, and accuracy must be confirmed for each PSI model that is manufactured. In 

light of this, to our knowledge, a study of HTO/DFO using PSI has not been conducted in 

Australia, providing a clear rationale for our research. It was also evident that changes in the pelvis 

and spine following HTO/DFO surgeries has received limited attention. 

Hence, the aim for this clinical study is to perform X-ray and EOS radiographic 

measurements to: 

• Determine the accuracy of PSI in HTO/DFO procedures by comparing the planned 

alignment (as pre-operatively defined by the engineering/surgical team from 

Macquarie University Hospital) to post-operative measurements of the hip-knee-

ankle angle (HKA) and tibial slope (TS). 

• Observe the influence of HTO/DFO on secondary alignment measurements, 

including functional leg length (FLL), anatomical femur/tibia length (AFL/ATL), 

mechanical medial proximal tibial angle (mMPTA), mechanical lateral distal femoral 

angle (mLDFA), knee joint line convergence angle (KJLCA), pelvic obliquity (PO), 

lumbar scoliosis (LS), knee flexion angle (KFA), sacral slope (SS), pelvic tilt (PT) 

and lumbar lordosis (LL). 

• Compare surgical accuracy to PROM data from before and/or after the procedures to 

establish correlation between accuracy and patient outcomes. 

• Conduct an intra and inter-observer reliability investigation, quantifying human error 

that may be present throughout results. 

• Identify methodological (inter-image) error that may be present throughout results 

by measuring un-operated anatomy i.e. control variables that should theoretically not 

change between pre and post-operative images. 
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods 

To analyse the accuracy of HTO/DFO using PSI, as well as pelvic/spinal alignment changes 

following the procedures, we conducted a retrospective single-centre study on a patient cohort 

from Macquarie Limb Reconstruction Centre (MLRC), operating at Macquarie University 

Hospital (MUH). The lead surgeon at this MLRC (MAM) is a Professor in orthopaedic surgery 

with over 10 years of realignment osteotomy experience prior to this study, mainly using the 

navigated technique explained in Sub-Section 2.7.3. However, the transition to patient-specific 

instrument (PSI) use in his high tibial osteotomy (HTO)/distal femoral osteotomy (DFO) 

procedures began in August 2020, marking the beginning of our patient cohort. Section 3.1 details 

the clinical and surgical patient management that precedes our direct research involvement. 

Section 3.2 outlines the study design and applied methodological approach, which is supported 

with reference to prior studies. 

3.1 CLINICAL MANAGEMENT AND SURGICAL PLANNING 

3.1.1 Defining the surgical correction 

All patients who present at MLRC with suspected osteoarthritis (OA) pathology of the knee 

are sent for a series of non-weight-bearing and weight-bearing (WB) images from anteroposterior 

(AP), lateral, Rosenburg and Skyline views, including either a long-leg X-ray (LLXR) or EOS 

scan (EOS Imaging, Paris, France). During the LLXR and EOS scans, patients stand with the feet 

approximately shoulder-width apart, knees and hips in full-extension, patellae facing anteriorly 

and the spine erect. This standardised protocol allows for visualisation of pathology and consistent 

quantification of malalignment that may have developed as a result of OA, which enables the 

patient’s symptoms to be potentially matched with radiographic evidence. If these images are 

sufficient to make a diagnosis, management can be discussed from conservative or surgical 

approaches. If an HTO/DFO is indicated and decided as a suitable treatment, the pre-operative 

LLXR/EOS is used to begin the pre-operative planning of the procedure. This starts with a 

measurement of the HKA to quantify the degree of deformity that may be present (as described 

previously in Figure 2.4). Using this measurement, the desired degree of surgical correction will 

be determined based on a myriad of factors such as the degree of pre-operative malalignment, 

condition of the more-preserved knee compartment, alignment of the contralateral limb or the body 

mass index (BMI) of the patient – these may indicate a smaller or larger correction angle. 
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3.1.2 Constructing patient-specific instruments (PSI) 

To manufacture a PSI for HTO/DFO procedures based on pre-operative radiographic 

planning, a high-resolution computed tomography (CT) scan must be taken of either the tibia or 

femur. This is followed by a series of computer-aided design (CAD) processes that create digital 

and 3D-printed replicas of patient bone morphology and the PSI that are used for the surgery. The 

logistics of this process (using HTO as the exemplar) was as follows: 

1. High-resolution CT scan (0.625 mm slices) DICOM (digital image and communication 

in medicine) file/s accessed on PACS (picture archiving and communication system) and 

downloaded. 

2. DICOM file imported to radiological post-processing software for segmentation – 

Mimics (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). 

3. Model formed and surfaces smoothed for accurate 3D-printing. 
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4. Model exported to 3D modelling software – 3Matic (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) – 

where a PSI is created and fitted to the model of the tibia to simulate desired surgical 

positioning (Figure 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.2 3D models of bone with patient-specific instrument inserted  
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5. Planned Kirschner wire (K-wire) positioning and osteotomy plane (Figure 3.3). 

 

Figure 3.3 Kirschner wire positioning and osteotomy plane simulation 
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3.1.3 Surgical procedures 

The surgical technique for patients undergoing HTO/DFO using PSI with MLRC is 

described here. In some cases, simultaneous procedures may be performed if they are indicated 

(such as a tibial tubercle osteotomy or soft-tissue release), but these will not be described as they 

exceed the scope of this study and will not affect our alignment measurements. Individuals who 

undergo simultaneous procedures that would affect results are excluded from the study, as 

specified in our exclusion criteria in Sub-Section 3.2.2. 

Arthroscopy (if applicable) 

1. Observe the condition of all three knee compartments for any contraindications, 

determining whether the procedure should be performed i.e. the condition of the more-

preserved compartment and patellofemoral joint is checked for OA that may predict poor 

outcome or rapid conversion to total knee replacement (TKR). 

2. Debridement of joint pathology, removal of loose bodies and smoothening of articular 

surfaces. 

3. If viable, proceed to HTO/DFO. 

 

HTO technique 

1. Patient positioned supine with a non-sterile inflatable torniquet, followed by prep and drape 

as per hospital protocol. 

2. Anteromedial vertical incision over the pes anserinus region, with subcutaneous layers 

incised to the bone. Neurovascular structures are retracted posteriorly. 

3. PSI tested for fit on a 3D-printed model of the patient’s superior tibia, before positioning 

the PSI on the patient. 

4. Four K-wires inserted through holes in the PSI and checked under image intensifier (II) for 

correct positioning. 

5. Osteotomy made using a bone saw, followed by adjustments to the osteotomy using an 

osteotome to preserve the lateral cortex. 

6. Removal of K-wires and PSI. 

7. Osteotomy completed with osteotome under direction vision. 

8. Laminar spreader used to distract the opening-wedge to the desired size, assisted by a 

valgus force carefully provided by another member of the surgical team. 
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9. Internal fixation plate inserted and secured using screws pre-measured to the patient’s tibia 

width on 3Matic software. 

10. Wedge allograft compacted to fill opening-wedge space. 

11. Bone grafting checked under II for sufficient filling of opening-wedge. 

12. All soft-tissue layers (including periosteum) closed from deep-to-superficial to minimise 

risk of infection. 

 

DFO technique 

1. Patient positioned supine with a non-sterile inflatable torniquet, followed by prep and drape 

as per hospital protocol. 

2. Lateral vertical incision posterior to the vastus lateralis muscle at the distal femur. 

3. Dissection performed until vastus lateralis can be located and retracted anteriorly for 

desired osteotomy site visualisation, followed by incising soft-tissue layers to the bone. 

Care is taken to avoid damage neurovascular structures. 

4. PSI tested for fit on a 3D-printed model of the patient’s distal femur, before positioning 

the PSI on the patient. 

5. Four K-wires inserted through holes in the PSI and checked under II for correct positioning. 

6. Osteotomy made using a bone saw, followed by adjustments to the osteotomy using an 

osteotome to preserve the medial cortex. 

7. Removal of K-wires and PSI. 

8. Osteotomy completed with osteotome under direct vision. 

9. Laminar spreader used to distract the opening-wedge to the desired size, assisted by a varus 

force carefully provided by another member of the surgical team. 

10. Internal fixation plate inserted and secured using screws pre-measured to the patient’s 

femur width on 3Matic software. 

11. Wedge allograft compacted to fill opening-wedge space. 

12. Bone grafting checked under II for sufficient filling of opening-wedge. 

13. All soft-tissue layers (including periosteum) closed from deep-to-superficial to minimise 

risk of infection. 
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3.2 APPLIED METHODS 

3.2.1 Ethical approval 

This study received ethical approval from the Macquarie University Human Research Ethics 

Committee on the 8th of June 2021 (RE: 52021982328611) – approval letter in Appendix A. This 

approval included a patient information and consent form (PICF) with the details of the study 

(Appendix B), as well as a questionnaire form for participants to complete for subjective outcome 

measurements (Appendix C). 

3.2.2 Participants and recruitment logistics 

HTO/DFO procedures under MLRC between August 2020 and July 2021 were included in 

a shortlist of potential procedures to be analysed in this study (n=71), with recruitment logistics 

graphically displayed in Figure 3.5. 

Exclusions were applied to surgeries involving the following criteria (n=18): 

• Initial HTO/DFO surgeries that required revision. 

• Individuals aged <18 and >65. 

• Individuals with joint dysplasia of the hip, knee or ankle. 

• Simultaneous procedures on the tibia or femur that would affect results (e.g. bone 

lengthening or derotation osteotomies). 

After 4 more individuals were excluded due to inaccessible patient management system 

profiles, 49 patients were eligible for analysis. These individuals were contacted (between 

18/06/21 and 27/07/21) via telephone numbers provided on their admission forms at MLRC, where 

the details and purpose of the study were briefly explained after confirming patient identity. If 

individuals agreed to be sent the PICF and questionnaires, these were sent via e-mail or postage 

services. This documentation gave more specific details of the study and enabled written informed 

consent to be received prior to inclusion. If individuals did not answer phone calls after three 

attempts on separate days, they were sent a different e-mail containing the details that were 

included in the telephone call script, such that they could understand the study and choose to 

participate without direct verbal communication – contact details were included for any enquiries. 

42 patients answered phone calls and agreed to be sent further information via e-mail, leaving 7 

patients who did not answer calls. A further 2 individuals elected not to participate after being 

informed of the study details (total exclusions n=24), bringing the final number of eligible 

participants to 47 after all recruitment processes had concluded.  
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Table 3.1 Clinical study participant demographics 

Surgery 

date 

Case HTO/DFO Side Sex Age at 

surgery 

Height 

(m) 

Weight 

(kg) 

BMI Background Previous related surgery 

19/08/2020 1 DFO Left Female 20 1.60 71 27.73 Australian Contralateral DFO 

26/09/2020 2 HTO Bilateral Male 26 1.75 75 24.49 Taiwanese None 

12/10/2020 3 HTO Left Male 45 1.93 115 30.87 Australian Right total hip replacement 

19/10/2020 4 HTO Left Male 46 1.72 87 29.41 Australian None 

19/10/2020 5 HTO Right Male 50 1.72 100 33.80 Greek None 

9/11/2020 6 HTO Left Male 55 1.82 125 37.74 Not provided None 

16/11/2020 7 HTO Left Male 65 1.80 98 30.13 Croatian None 

18/11/2020 8 HTO Bilateral Male 45 1.83 110 32.85 Australian None 

7/12/2020 9 HTO Right Male 60 1.69 63 22.06 Australian Contralateral HTO 

20/01/2021 10 DFO 

revision 

Right Male 48 1.83 135 40.31 Australian Right DFO 

25/01/2021 11 HTO Right Male 65 1.60 80 31.25 Australian None 

10/02/2021 12 DFO Bilateral Female 41 1.56 79 32.46 Australian None 
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Surgery 

date 

Case HTO/DFO Side Sex Age at 

surgery 

Height 

(m) 

Weight 

(kg) 

BMI Background Previous related surgery 

17/02/2021 13 HTO 

revision 

Right Male 60 1.76 104 33.57 Australian None 

3/03/2021 14 HTO Right Male 38 1.78 80 25.25 Australian None 

3/03/2021 15 DFO Right Male 41 1.75 80 26.12 Indonesian None 

7/04/2021 16 DFO Left Female 37 1.65 95 34.89 Australian None 

21/04/2021 17 HTO 

revision 

Left Male 55 1.77 74 23.62 Australian Right above knee amputation 

28/04/2021 18 HTO Left Male 57 1.76 86 27.76 Australian None 

12/05/2021 19 HTO 

revision 

Left Male 53 1.72 96 32.45 Not provided Left HTO 

31/05/2021 20 HTO 

revision 

Right Male 55 1.74 95 31.38 Latin Right HTO and left HTO 

Range 20–65 1.56–1.93 63–135 22.06–40.31  

Mean 48.10 1.74 92.40 30.41  

SD 11.99 0.09 18.67 4.71  

Abbreviations: High tibial osteotomy (HTO), distal femoral osteotomy (DFO), body mass index (BMI), standard deviation (SD)
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3.2.3 Measurement software 

For all measurements, InteleViewerTM (Intelerad, Quebec, Canada) Version 4-17-1 was used 

to analyse pre-operative and post-operative X-ray and EOS images. This platform is a PACS used 

by MLRC for the purposes of storing/accessing medical images and quantifying pathology. Both 

X-ray and EOS imaging modalities are facilitated and are visible on a 2D interface, with 6 forms 

of calibrated measurements available for each image frame (demonstrated in Figure 3.6): 

1. Linear measurement – a two-point line providing a measurement in centimetres 

(cm) to two decimal places (DP) 

2. Cobb angle measurement – two lines positioned in any orientation throughout the 

interface, with the angle of these lines relative to each other measured from 0-

180.00 degrees (°) 

3. Circular measurement – a circular region of interest with a centre-point marking 

and volume measurement in cm2 to two DP 

4. Freehand measurement – a sketchable area measurement given in cm2 to two DP 

5. Simple angle measurement – a three-point line giving an angle from 0-180.00° 

6. Orthogonal measurement – a linear measurement automatically generating a 

bisecting equal-length orthogonal measurement, given in cm to two DP 

All measurements were conducted on a Dell U2720Q 27-inch Ultra High Definition monitor 

(Dell, Texas, United States) with a native pixel resolution of 3840x2160 (aspect ratio of 16:9). 

This provided excellent image fidelity for visualisation of anatomical landmarks on each 

radiograph to ensure measurements were as accurate as possible. Each radiograph can be zoomed 

up to 44,850% true size, aiding accurate and repeatable line positioning – an important function 

when measuring small changes in alignment. 
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Figure 3.6 InteleViewerTM image interface and measurement tools 
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3.2.4 Measurement methodology 

Coronal measurements 

1. Hip-knee-ankle angle (HKA) 

2. Functional leg length (FLL) 

3. Anatomical femur length (AFL) 

4. Anatomical tibia length (ATL) 

5. Mechanical medial proximal tibial angle (mMPTA) 

6. Mechanical lateral distal femoral angle (mLDFA) 

7. Knee joint line convergence angle (KJLCA) 

8. Pelvic obliquity (PO) 

9. Lumbar scoliosis (LS) – Full-spine EOS images only 

Sagittal measurements 

10. Tibial slope (TS) 

11. Knee flexion angle (KFA) 

12. Sacral slope (SS) 

13. Pelvic tilt (PT) 

14. Lumbar lordosis (LL) – Full-spine EOS images only 

 

List of measurement tools used 

 
 

This Sub-Section details how each of the aforementioned variables were measured within 

the InteleViewerTM software. A single full-page Figure is provided for each measurement for the 

purposes of clarity and discernment of line positioning/anatomical landmark definition. This Sub-

Section also references literature to support each specific measurement technique, as well as 

normal values for each measurement. Each measurement technique was further reviewed and 

approved by an orthopaedic surgeon from MLRC (MA). 
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Coronal measurements 

Measurement 1: HKA (34, 40, 63, 249) – normal value 180°±<3° (182) 

1. Elliptical measurement – centre of the femoral head 

2. Linear measurement – centre of the tibial plateau, using the lateral borders of the superior 

tibia as the boundary points, but excluding any osteophytes that would significantly 

medialise or lateralise the measurement 

3. Linear measurement – centre of the talus 

4. Cobb angle measurement – centre of the femoral head to centre of the tibial plateau 

5. Cobb angle measurement – centre of the tibial plateau to the centre of the talus 

6. Final HKA (Figure 3.7) is given by Step 4 & 5, measured from the medial side (i.e. 

obtuse angles = varus, reflex angles = valgus) 

 

Figure 3.7 Hip-knee-ankle angle (HKA) measurement
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Measurement 2: FLL (250) 

1. Linear measurement – centre of the tibial plafond 

2. Linear measurement – connect the centre of the tibial plafond with the most proximal 

surface of the femoral head 

3. Final FLL (Figure 3.8) given by Step 2 

 

Figure 3.8 Functional leg-length (FLL) measurement 
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Measurement 3: AFL (251, 252) 

1. Linear measurement – most proximal surface of the femoral head to the intercondylar 

notch 

2. Final AFL (Figure 3.9) given by Step 1 

 

Figure 3.9 Anatomical femur length (AFL) measurement
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Measurement 4: ATL (253) 

1. Linear measurement – centre of the tibial plateau 

2. Linear measurement – centre of the tibial plafond 

3. Linear measurement – connect the centre of the tibial plateau with the centre of the tibial 

plafond 

4. Final ATL (Figure 3.10) given by Step 3 

 

Figure 3.10 Anatomical tibia length (ATL) measurement
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Measurement 5: mMPTA (250, 251, 254-256) – normal value ~87° (257) 

1. Linear measurement – centre of the tibial spines 

2. Linear measurement – centre of the tibial plafond 

3. Cobb angle measurement – tibial mechanical axis as a line from the centre of the tibial 

spines to the centre of the tibial plafond 

4. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the tibial joint line 

5. Final mMPTA (Figure 3.11) as the medial angle given by Step 3 & 4 

 

Figure 3.11 Mechanical medial proximal tibial angle (mMPTA) measurement 
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Measurement 6: mLDFA (250, 251) – normal value ~87° (34) 

1. Elliptical measurement – centre of the femoral head 

2. Cobb angle measurement – femoral mechanical axis as a line from the centre of the 

femoral head through the intercondylar notch 

3. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the femoral condyles 

4. Final mLDFA (Figure 3.12) as the lateral angle given by Step 3 & 4 

 

Figure 3.12 Mechanical lateral distal femoral angle (mLDFA) measurement
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Measurement 7: KJLCA (186, 258) – normal value 0-2° (186, 259) 

1. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the femoral condyles 

2. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the tibial plateau 

3. Final KJLCA (Figure 3.13) given by Step 1 & 2 

 

Figure 3.13 Knee joint line convergence angle (KJLCA) measurement
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Measurement 8: PO (260, 261) – normal value 0° 

InteleViewerTM does not have a function whereby a Cobb angle measurement that is parallel 

with the X or Y axes can be generated. As such, improvisation is needed to conduct certain 

analyses that require a vertical or horizontal reference line to establish the anatomical alignment 

of a certain bone/s. This is done through using the image window borders – which are assumed 

to be perpendicular – as a guide for placing Cobb angle lines in their necessary positions. 

 

1. Black/white invert is turned on, such that the image background is white and the image 

window borders can be visualised (seen in Figure 3.14a) 

2. Cobb angle measurement – FIRST line parallel to the vertical border of the image 

window (present in Figure 3.14a, but more clearly visible in Figure 3.14b) 

3. Cobb angle measurement – SECOND line parallel to the horizontal border of the image 

window (present in Figure 3.14a, but more clearly visible in Figure 3.14b), such that 

Lines 1 & 2 are perpendicular, with this horizontal axis (Line 2) as the reference line for 

Step 4 

4. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the rooves of the acetabula (Figure 3.15) 

5. Final PO (Figure 3.15) given by Step 3 and 4 

 

Figure 3.14 Using the image window borders to create X and Y axes 
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Measurement 9: LS (262, 263) – normal value <10° (262) 

1. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the lateral borders of the superior articular 

surface of the L1 vertebral body  

2. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the lateral borders of the inferior articular 

surface of the L5 vertebral body 

3. Final LS (Figure 3.16) given by Step 1 and 2 

 

Figure 3.16 Lumbar scoliosis (LS) measurement
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Measurement 11: KFA (31, 267) – normal value 180° (267) 

1. Elliptical measurement – centre of femoral head 

2. Simple angle measurement – from a) centre of femoral head to b) centre of tibial plateau 

to c) centre of tibial plafond 

3. KFA (Figure 3.18) given by Step 2 

 

Figure 3.18 Knee flexion angle (KFA) measurement
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Measurement 12: SS (268) – normal value ~35° (269) 

1. Cobb angle tool – image contrast turned on to visualise window borders, then FIRST reference line at the left-hand border and SECOND reference 

line at the bottom border (same technique as applied to Measurement 8 – PO) 

2. Cobb angle tool – line tangential to the superior articular surface of S1. 

3. SS (Figure 3.19) given by Step 1 and 2 

 

Figure 3.19 Sacral slope (SS) measurement
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Measurement 14: LL (271) – normal value 20-45° (231) 

1. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the superior articular surface of the L1 

vertebral body 

2. Cobb angle measurement – line tangential to the inferior articular surface of the L5 

vertebral body 

3. LL (Figure 3.21) given by Step 1 and 2 

 

Figure 3.21 Lumbar lordosis (LL) measurement
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3.2.5 Patient-reported outcome measures 

After recruitment of each participant via a PICF, a questionnaire form was completed. This 

form included patient-reported outcome measures (PROM) that were chosen based on our 

literature review and those routinely used at MLRC, described below. 

Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) (242) 

42-item form covering 5 domains: 

• Pain – 9 items 

• Symptoms – 7 items 

• Activities of daily living – 17 items 

• Sport and recreation function – 5 items 

• Knee-related quality of life – 4 items 

Each item is scored from 0-4 (least to worst impact), with a maximum possible score of 168. 

Participant scores were calculated as a percentage of the maximum possible score e.g., a score of 

84/168 = 50%. 

Short-Form 36 (SF-36) (247) 

36-item form covering physical, social and emotional domains over current and previous-

four-week time frames. 

Each item is scored from 0-100 (least to worst impact), with a maximum possible score of 

3600. Participant scores were also calculated as a percentage of the maximum possible score for 

this PROM. 
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Data set 3 – Inter-observer reliability 

An orthopaedic registrar from MLRC (GO – Observer 2) was chosen to assist with an inter-

observer reliability investigation. This involved a single measurement of HKA, PO and TS (chosen 

for the same reasons as Data set 2) on all pre-operative and post-operative images for the left and 

right leg. These were then compared to Data set 1 from HW. 

Data set 4 – Methodological (inter-image) error 

Measurements from Data set 1 that should theoretically not have changed between pre and 

post-op images (i.e. measurements of anatomy that was not operated on) were separated out to 

establish control measurements that identify inter-image error that may have been present 

throughout the study. For example, a left-sided HTO patient should have identical left-sided 

mLDFA measurements in pre and post-op images, as their femur is not surgically altered. 

Similarly, this patient should have very similar, if not identical right leg HKA in pre and post-op 

images (under the assumption that imaging protocols were adhered to). These assumptions should 

be met if standard imaging protocols were adhered to. 

Data analysis 

Data analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Washington, United States) and 

SPSS Statistics 27 (IBM, New York, United States). This analysis involved calculation of mean 

and standard deviation (SD) for post-operative change data (post-op data minus pre-op data), as 

well as raw data. P-values were calculated from raw data using paired T-tests with a significance 

level of <0.05 and a hypothesis of H0=H1. 

Coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated to determine the variability for intra/inter-

observer reliability and methodological (inter-image) error data, using the following equation: 

CV% = 
𝑠×100

�̅�
 where s = sample SD and x̅ = sample mean. The acceptable variability threshold for 

CV was set at 30% (272). Statistically outlying data was included in analyses to accurately 

represent potential variability. 
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Table 4.1 Pre-operative versus post-operative data analysis 

Measurement Target/Pre-

op/Post-op 

Mean ± SD P-value 

HTO HKA error 
Target 182.63° ± 1.15 

0.0548 
Post 180.68° ± 3.39 

DFO HKA error 
Target 179.08° ± 0.64 

0.6985 
Post 178.60° ± 3.11 

HTO HKA error Plate A 
Target 182.47° ± 1.34 

0.0237 
Post 179.63° ± 3.02 

HTO HKA error Plate B 
Target 183.02° ± 0.11 

0.8568 
Post 183.32° ± 3.06 

FLL 
Pre 82.34 cm ± 6.68 

0.0010 
Post 82.77 cm ± 6.83 

AFL 
Pre 42.92 cm ± 3.78 

0.1762 
Post 43.09 cm ± 3.95 

ATL 
Pre 36.69 cm ± 2.85 

0.0088 
Post 36.95 cm ± 2.78 

HTO mMPTA 
Pre 84.91° ± 3.53 

0.0001 
Post 90.40° ± 3.91 

DFO mLDFA 
Pre 84.27° ± 1.63 

0.0089 
Post 89.06° ± 2.04 

KJLCA 
Pre 2.00° ± 1.11 

0.0133 
Post 1.48° ± 0.97 

TS 
Pre 83.09° ± 2.61 

0.0517 
Post 82.12° ± 2.69 

KFA 
Pre 176.55° ± 6.59 

0.5911 
Post 175.96° ± 5.64 
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4.4 POTENTIAL SOURCES OF MEASUREMENT ERROR 

  

Figure 4.21 Measurement variability summary 

Hip-knee-ankle angle (HKA), anatomical tibia length (ATL), pelvic obliquity (PO), tibial slope (TS), functional leg length (FLL), mechanical medial 

proximal tibial angle (mMPTA), knee joint line convergence angle (KJLCA), mechanical lateral distal femoral angle (mLDFA), knee flexion angle (KFA), 

anatomical femur length (AFL). Acceptable variability threshold set at 30% based on Hussein et al. (272) 
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Intra-observer reliability 

Table 4.2 Intra-observer reliability data analysis 

Measurement N= Round Mean ± SD of raw data 
Mean ± SD of ranges across 

repeat measurements rounds 

Variation coefficient 

(%) 

HKA 74 

1 177.63° ± 3.92 

0.15° ± 0.09 5.17 2 177.60° ± 3.91 

3 177.60° ± 3.90 

PO 36 

1 0.76° ± 2.49 

0.11° ± 0.06 7.24 2 0.77° ± 2.47 

3 0.80° ± 2.44 

TS 64 

1 83.31° ± 2.80 

0.35° ± 0.21 25.64 2 83.32° ± 2.75 

3 83.32° ± 2.80 

ATL 74 

1 36.51 cm ± 2.85 

0.4 mm ± 0.3 7.22 2 36.52 cm ± 2.85 

3 36.53 cm ± 2.85 
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Inter-observer reliability 

Table 4.3 Inter-observer reliability data analysis 

Measurement N= Observer Mean ± SD of raw data (°) 
Mean ± SD of differences between 

observers (°) 

Variation coefficient 

(%) 

HKA 71 

1 177.39 ± 3.80 

-0.04 ± 0.28 11.08 

2 177.43 ± 3.79 

PO 34 

1 0.53 ± 2.18 

-0.05 ± 0.24 19.02 

2 0.58 ± 2.12 

TS 59 

1 83.34 ± 2.82 

-0.02 ± 2.13 179.39 

2 83.36 ± 3.20 
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Methodological (inter-image) error 

Table 4.4 Methodological error data analysis 

Measurement  N= Pre/Post-op Mean ± SD for raw data 
Mean ± SD of differences 

between pre and post-op images 

Variation coefficient 

(%) 

HKA 15 
Pre 176.75° ± 2.38 

-0.17° ± 0.71 26.76 
Post 176.64° ± 2.65 

mMPTA 21 
Pre 87.18° ± 2.66 

-0.04° ± 0.57 44.87 
Post 87.14° ± 2.81 

mLDFA 29 
Pre 87.60° ± 2.01 

0.07° ± 0.80 63.80 
Post 87.67° ± 1.88 

KJLCA 15 
Pre 1.67° ± 1.09 

-0.06° ± 0.64 47.62 
Post 1.61° ± 1.44 

TS 19 
Pre 83.81° ± 2.95 

0.09° ± 0.55 45.88 
Post 83.90° ± 2.80 

KFA 11 
Pre 178.10° ± 7.13 

2.26° ± 1.98 115.98 
Post 180.36° ± 6.58 

FLL 15 
Pre 83.93 cm ± 6.02 

2.07 mm ± 4.78 42.55 
Post 84.13 cm ± 6.13 

AFL 29 
Pre 46.19 cm ± 3.04 

0.09 mm ± 7.86 118.26 
Post 46.20 cm ± 3.27 

ATL 21 
Pre 35.99 cm ± 2.81 

1.18 mm ± 2.45 52.39 
Post 36.11 cm ± 2.87 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

From Section 5.1 to 5.4, this Chapter covers the findings of our study and compares those to 

existing literature. In the interest of avoiding repetition, Section 5.5 addresses recurring challenges 

and limitations present throughout the study. Section 5.6 concludes this Chapter with 

recommendations for future research in the knee osteotomy sphere. 

5.1 PRE-OPERATIVE BONE MORPHOLOGY AND MALALIGNMENT 

All high tibial osteotomy (HTO) and distal femoral osteotomy (DFO) patients had pre-

operative malalignment below 13° varus and 7° valgus, respectively (Figure 4.1). This represents 

suitable malalignment to correct with a single-level opening-wedge osteotomy and expect good 

patient outcome – more than 15° varus/valgus is suggested to be the contraindication to single-

level osteotomy and an indication for double-level osteotomy (273). Furthermore, mechanical 

medial proximal tibial angles (mMPTA) and mechanical lateral distal femoral angles (mLDFA) 

fell within 11° and 6° of the normal 87° for HTO and DFO patients, respectively, which are 

suitable for a single-level opening-wedge correction. 

HTO patients appeared to have much greater deformity in the tibia compared to the femoral 

deformity in DFO patients i.e. DFO patients had lower-limb valgus deformity from the femur and 

tibia combined, whereas HTO patient’s varus originated more from solely the tibia. Of course, 

sample-size disparity of 14 and 6 for HTO and DFO, respectively, should be kept in-mind here. 

There was greater presence of medially-narrowed knee joint line convergence angle (KJLCA) in 

varus malaligned individuals compared to laterally-narrowed KJLCA in the valgus malaligned. 

This implies that some DFO surgeries may have been shifting weight bearing towards medial 

compartments with comparatively less preserved cartilage volume than the lateral compartments 

(274). This is justified if the patient presents with lateral-sided joint pain, as the cartilage on the 

medial side may not have undergone symptomatic osteoarthritic change, even if it radiographically 

appears as narrowed. Finally, comparison of the operative knee to the non-operative knee revealed 

notable KJLCA symmetry, suggesting that the development of symptomatology on one side may 

be predictive of future contralateral symptomatology. 

Overall, no concerning values were observed in the pre-operative measurements which could 

have warranted additional exclusions from the study, providing confidence in the suitability of our 

cohort to be used for post-operative change investigation. 
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5.2 POST-OPERATIVE BONE MORPHOLOGY AND ALIGNMENT CHANGE 

Hip-knee-ankle angle (HKA) 

As the primary objective for this study, the pre-operatively planned HKA alignment 

correction target was compared to our post-operative HKA measurement, with the difference 

between these values labelled as ‘HKA error’. Discrepancy between these target and the post-op 

measurements was objectified in Figure 4.4 as a box plot quantifying the HKA error for 

HTO/DFO. Our data reflected an HKA error of -2.05° ± 3.03 for 14 HTO procedures, and 0.50° ± 

2.90 for 6 DFO procedures. There was no statistically significant difference between target HKA 

values and post-operative measurements for HTO (p=0.0548) or DFO (p=0.6985). This indicates 

that HTO/DFO performed with patient-specific instruments (PSI) can result in accurate surgical 

corrections of varus/valgus deformity of the knee. 

Comparing our results to previous studies of PSI accuracy in HTO/DFO, our HKA error 

appears more varied than those reported by other authors. Summarised in Table 2.4 of the 

Literature Review Chapter, the ‘Mean accuracy error’ column displayed the findings from 14 

studies of PSI use in HTO/DFO in terms of their ‘HKA error’ equivalent (19, 40, 41, 48, 173, 206-

214), depending on the various metrics used to measure knee alignment. Due to heterogeneity in 

these metrics, summary statistics cannot be generated, but it can be discerned that our mean and 

standard deviation (SD) for HKA error showed more variation than the identified literature. 

Possible causation of this disparity is likely to be a combination of radiographic and 

methodological influences, which will be elucidated in Section 5.5.1. We also calculated these 

results as percentage error, which provides further description on the apparent surgical accuracy, 

since it calculates HKA error as a percentage of the planned correction angle, rather than a raw 

value e.g. an HKA error of -2° from a planned correction angle of 4° is an HKA percentage error 

of -50%, meaning the procedure was under-corrected by half of the planned correction. Our data 

from Figure 4.4 showed HKA percentage error of -28.64% ± 47.35 for HTO and 0.87% ± 57.61 

for DFO. Raw values are typically reported due to their clinical relevance, but presentation of both 

raw and percentage error would be a welcome addition to osteotomy research if it were to become 

standard practice. 

Figure 4.5 showed no correlation between the size of the planned HKA correction angle and 

HKA error for the 14 HTO procedures with an R2 of -0.03. There was weak correlation for DFO 

procedures with an R2 of 0.37, but this was calculated from a comparatively small sample of 6. 

There was notable difference between HTO secured with Plate A and Plate B in terms of 

HKA error in Figure 4.6, with Plate B reducing the incidence of under-corrections and tightening 

the SD (HKA error 0.07° ± 2.63) compared to Plate A (HKA error -2.28° ± 3.07). Sample sizes of 
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10 and 4 for Plate A and Plate B, respectively, could be a cause of this difference, but the results 

from Plate B were promising even with less than half of the sample size. This also supported the 

conclusion from Diffo Kaze et al.’s systematic review of osteosyntheses that larger T-shaped plates 

may facilitate more accurate corrections (221), which is a design characteristic of Plate B. No 

correlation was seen between body mass index (BMI) and HKA error, nor between patient age and 

HKA error. This data was unsurprising since BMI and age are suggested to be reasonably forgiving 

factors in terms of their influence on HTO/DFO outcome (170, 198), as mentioned in the surgical 

indications from Section 2.5. 

The final analysis was correlating change in mMPTA and mLDFA with the change in HKA, 

which showed R2 = 0.86 for mMPTA and R2 = 0.91 for mLDFA. These very strong correlations 

provide confidence that mMPTA, mLDFA and HKA measurements were all conducted accurately, 

as there should be a strong correlation between change in these variables (48, 181). 

Tibial slope (TS) 

Regarding TS change following HTO procedures (shown in Figure 4.9), we observed a TS 

increase of 0.97° ± 1.46 across 11 procedures. This aligns with the 2016 meta-analysis of 27 studies 

indicating an expected TS increase of ~2° following medial opening-wedge HTO (275). In our 

study, the 7 osteotomies fixed with Plate A appeared to show more TS change (increased by 1.53° 

± 1.58) than the 4 osteotomies fixed with Plate B (decreased by 0.01° ± 0.30), which may suggest 

superior post-operative stability and wedge-opening maintenance of Plate B. This stability is likely 

attributed to the increased surface area that Plate B covers, as well as the use of 2 more screws 

compared to Plate A (221). 

Another consideration regarding TS change is the positioning of internal fixation. Visible in 

Plate A from Figure 3.22 and supported in Diffo Kaze et al.’s systematic review of HTO 

osteosyntheses (221), positioning of fixation on the anteromedial aspect of the superior tibia should 

logically provide more stability to the anterior portion of the wedge. If this were to be the case, 

then the expectation of increased TS following opening-wedge HTO could be related to reduced 

support at the posterior portion of the wedge, leading to posterior closure of the wedge during 

ossification and a subsequent increase in TS. Figure 3.22, however, shows Plate B positioned more 

towards the medial aspect of the superior tibia, which may give more even support to the anterior 

and posterior sections of the wedge to maintain TS. According to the team of engineers who 

assisted in planning the surgeries in our study, plate positioning is often determined by facilitating 

a suitable ‘plate-to-bone’ distance at the superior and inferior osteotomy level – calculated on 

3Matic software. 
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Luites et al. conducted a radiostereometric analysis (RSA) study of 20 TomoFix-secured 

opening-wedge HTO procedures at 6-weeks post-op, which showed ~0.5° dorsal tilting of the 

tibial plateau relative to inferior bone (276). RSA should give an excellent indication of tibial 

plateau movement, and although Luites et al. did not use standard radiographic TS measurement 

(as used in our study), it provides strong evidence that a slight increase in TS is a likely post-

operative outcome. Our speculation on TS increase being caused by a weight-bearing induced 

posterior closure of the opening-wedge was also mentioned by Luites et al., but there appears to 

be no consensus on what causes TS increase. It is likely that there are many causes, and isolation 

of these causes to determine their influence on TS change would be very difficult. 

Anatomical femur length (AFL), anatomical tibia length (ATL) and functional leg length (FLL) 

In an attempt to identify the source of coronal pelvic alignment change, bone length 

measurements were taken in the form of AFL, ATL and FLL. As expected with an opening-wedge 

approach, a slight increase in bone length was mostly seen. AFL saw a change of 1.7 mm ± 2.7 

with no obvious outliers, and ATL saw a change of 2.61 mm ± 2.84 after two clear outliers (which 

showed ~25 mm decrease in ATL) were removed relating to radiographic issues (Section 5.5.1). 

Similar observations were seen in FLL with regards to a slight post-operative increase of 4.36 mm 

± 4.66 after exclusion of the same two outlier measurements from ATL. 

This aligns with Lee et al.’s 2016 systematic review indicating an average 6.96 mm increase 

in leg length across 127 opening-wedge HTO procedures (230). Whilst Lee et al. described this 

change as clinically concerning, the pre-operative condition of the patient is the ultimate 

determinant in whether such an increase in FLL will negatively impact biomechanics. A leg-length 

discrepancy (LLD) of more than 15 mm has been suggested as the threshold at which clinical 

concern is introduced (277, 278). Hence, FLL change following HTO/DFO may only be clinically 

concerning if the surgery results in an LLD of more than 15 mm. In many instances, HTO/DFO 

may actually restore leg-length equality that was caused by varus/valgus malalignment i.e. 

malalignment can cause a shortened FLL. Pre-operative assessment of patient FLL in combination 

with surgical planning/simulation could determine whether or not a concerning change can be 

expected. Even if an LLD of more than 15 mm has been described as concerning and has shown 

correlation with hip OA (278), an expected post-operative LLD of more than 15 mm may not be a 

contraindication to HTO/DFO, as individuals could receive many years of improved knee function 

and QoL from these surgeries, and hip OA development may not be guaranteed. 

Our final comment on FLL change is that bigger opening-wedge sizes do not always result 

in a greater FLL change. Although wedge dimensions were not recorded in this study, it was 

noticed that patients who went from varus into valgus, or vice versa, often showed very minor FLL 
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increase, or even shortening. This is because neutral HKA alignment gives the largest FLL value. 

Hence, surpassing neutral HKA alignment can result in no change or shortening of FLL. 

Pelvic obliquity (PO) 

Directly related to FLL, pelvic obliquity (PO) was the measurement for quantifying coronal 

pelvic alignment change post-surgery. Although PO is often measured as a millimetre distance 

between two horizontal lines tangential to the rooves of the acetabula (279), we elected to use an 

angle measurement – FLL already gives a very strong indication of millimetre offset between the 

acetabula on 2D radiographic images. PO change was 1.33° ± 1.26, with this value being related 

to the operative side i.e. a positive value means that the pelvis shifted superiorly on the operative 

side. In the case of bilateral surgeries, the smaller FLL change value was subtracted from the larger 

FLL change value, and then compared to PO change on the side that demonstrated the larger FLL 

value – a potential limitation for these data points. Correlation between change in FLL and PO 

was weak at R2=0.25, but incorrect patient stance and/or knee flexion during image acquisition are 

likely reasons for this correlation not being stronger (see Section 5.5.1). Nevertheless, our results 

showed the relationship between FLL and PO. 

Akin to the possible effect of FLL change on the hip joint, whether PO change is sufficient 

to cause symptomatic scoliosis in the spine will depend on the pre-operative condition of the 

patient alongside any existing spinal symptoms/pathology. A notable finding from revisiting the 

literature is that LLD of more than 20 mm is suggested to be when significant spinal malalignment 

can begin to develop (25), which would correspond to a PO threshold of approximately 3.75° 

based on our measurements. For the same reasons previously mentioned regarding FLL change 

and hip OA, minor predicted spinal malalignment may not be a contraindication to HTO/DFO, 

and perhaps spinal measurements and clinical monitoring may only be warranted if the procedures 

cause LLD/PO of more than 20 mm/3.75°, respectively. 

Knee flexion angle (KFA) 

To delineate the cause of sagittal pelvic alignment change following HTO/DFO, KFA 

needed to be investigated, as this correlates strongly with inter-related parameters like sacral slope, 

pelvic tilt and lumbar lordosis (22, 231, 232). Our data showed post-operative KFA change of -

0.59° ± 4.17 (negative values represent an increase in knee flexion), which was more change than 

anticipated. Section 5.4 will demonstrate the variability observed in control measurements of KFA. 

We believe that KFA measurement using the full single-leg lateral/sagittal protocols 

currently in-place at imaging facilities may not be suitable for taking this measurement on some 

individuals. Patients are typically asked to stand on one leg fully extended/hyperextended, with 

the other foot placed on a small block in-front and hands placed on shoulders. This protocol 
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suffices for standard clinical observations of the surgical site, but the research value must be 

questioned. Whether this protocol is applied before or after surgery, in cohorts where knee pain 

and osteoarthritic change is present, asking patients to weight-bear on one leg in full extension is 

a biomechanically demanding task that may not be entirely complied with due to physical 

limitations or avoidance of discomfort. Hence, when these images are taken post-operatively, it is 

possible that patients are still regaining confidence in full-extension weight bearing and could flex 

their knee to compensate, resulting in an invalid measurement of true KFA. 

No existing literature was found on knee flexion change following HTO/DFO, nor could 

data on the accuracy of single-leg sagittal radiographs for KFA measurement be found. 

Understandably, KFA is not a measurement that is typically discussed in relation to HTO/DFO 

procedures, so this omission in the literature was unsurprising. However, if a comprehensive study 

on change in sagittal pelvic/spinal alignment following HTO/DFO were to be conducted, it would 

require precise measurement of KFA in a bipedal stance to eliminate the possible influences of 

current unipedal imaging protocol. A bipedal stance would also be required to validly measure 

pelvic/spinal parameters, as taking these measurements with the patient standing on one leg is 

likely to not be valid. With these factors in-mind, the possibility of executing this type of protocol 

using X-ray is questionable, as some form of 3D reconstruction would likely be necessary to 

differentiate the two limbs since they would inevitably overlap in a standard sagittal radiograph 

using this approach. 

It would also be useful to determine what degree of flexion change comes from bone 

morphological change versus knee joint/surrounding musculoligamentous structure influence. For 

example, a change in TS following HTO could logically change the position of the ankle relative 

to the knee, and induce a minor degree of recurvatum/procurvatum in the tibia. Hence, if no change 

is seen in the sagittal morphology of the tibia, (if KFA is validly measured) then it may be 

reasonable to conclude that flexion change could have originated around the knee itself. 

Ultimately, the message we are trying to convey is that confirming sagittal pelvic/spinal alignment 

change as a consequence of HTO/DFO procedures would be extremely difficult and has a plethora 

of influencing factors to navigate. 

Sagittal pelvic/spinal parameters 

We intended to gather sacral slope (SS), pelvic tilt (PT), lumbar lordosis (LL) and lumbar 

scoliosis (LS) data, as these could have been correlated with any change in FLL/KFA and linked 

back to the HTO/DFO procedures performed. However, these sagittal measurements often could 

not be taken from the available images, which will be detailed in Sub-Section 5.5.1.  
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In addition, most of the participants underwent unilateral surgeries, which is ideal for 

observing coronal pelvic and spinal alignment change, but sagittal alignment presents more 

considerations – the literature on correlation between sagittal lower-limb alignment and 

pelvic/spinal alignment typically involves symmetrical lower-limb alignment change causing 

pelvic/spinal alignment change (as explained in Section 2.9). Hence, another consideration for any 

future study on pelvic/spinal alignment change following HTO/DFO would be to control for 

unilateral versus bilateral surgeries. Furthermore, axial plane alignment of the pelvis should be 

investigated since asymmetrical change to sagittal lower-limb alignment can cause compensatory 

truncal kinematics change, as indicated in gait analysis study (23). EOS image (EOS Imaging, 

Paris, France) 3D reconstructions using sterEOSTM software (Biospace Med, Paris, France) can 

facilitate axial pelvic alignment measurement, but a recent study demonstrated the difficulty of 

acquiring reliable results (280). 

Sensitivity of sagittal pelvic/spinal measurements to change based on patient stance, such as 

SS, PT and LL, also presents great difficulty in achieving accurate results relating to HTO/DFO 

(22). These three measurements are difficult to standardise as they are dynamic depending on 

posture/stance variation during image acquisition (281), meaning any observed change may not 

be directly related to HTO/DFO. These factors further exemplify the difficulty in confirming the 

effect of HTO/DFO on sagittal pelvic/spinal alignment changes. 

KJLCA 

When the alignment of the lower-limb changes as a result of HTO/DFO, cartilage pressure 

can be reduced in the arthritic compartment and increased in the more preserved compartment 

(183, 274). KJLCA is said to be an indicator of cartilage pressure, so this measurement was 

conducted bilaterally on all patients in our study. 

We hoped to see a shift towards parallel KJLCA (0°) post-operatively, as this could indicate 

reduced pressure in the arthritic compartment. This was seen as a KJLCA change towards parallel 

of 0.53° ± 0.84, with ~75% of patients demonstrating a post-operative shift towards parallel. 

These results align with Na et al.’s recent KJLCA study in HTO (282), which showed that 

patients with pre-operative KJLCA of less than 4° typically did not demonstrate more than 2° of 

post-operative KJLCA change, which was also seen in our pre and post-op data from Figures 4.3 

and 4.13, respectively. However, Na et al. observed larger post-operative change in patients with 

pre-operative KJLCA of >4°. Hence, the conclusion from their study was that additional 

consideration of soft-tissue correction should be given to patients with pre-operative KJLCA 

greater than 4°, as post-operative KJLCA change greater than 2° can negatively impact correction 

accuracy. Very weak negative correlation was seen in our data between change in HKA and 
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KJLCA at R2=-0.07, with a weak negative correlation seen between final HKA deviation from 

neutral alignment (degrees of varus/valgus) and KJLCA change at R2=-0.19. 

5.3 PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOME MEASURES 

The patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) data gathered during this study has 

limitations. Our participant cohort ended up being entirely retrospective due to the date of study 

commencement, as well as the onset of COVID-19 lockdown restrictions shortly after 

commencement. As a result, completion of PROMs was only done post-operatively. Hence, data 

from these questionnaires is a standalone indication of knee-related symptomatology at the time 

of completion, with no pre-operative results to determine whether the patient’s perceived condition 

had improved or worsened following surgery. Furthermore, the retrospective nature of this study 

meant that participant recruitment was conducted at different stages of post-operative recovery 

e.g. some patients may have completed forms at 12-weeks post-op whereas others at 16-weeks 

post-op. This could have impacted PROM responses, as the stage of post-op recovery and return 

to normal daily activities may have differed throughout the cohort. 

If the research was prospectively conducted, participants would be given a short PROM to 

be completed before/after clinic visitation at pre-defined time points, which would greatly enhance 

the findings related to each surgery. PROM data showed no statistically significant difference 

(p=0.2477) between scores of 33.72% ± 19.07 for the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome 

Score (KOOS), and 35.81% ± 17.82 for Short Form 36 (SF-36), demonstrating similarity between 

these PROMs and indicating that participants completed the forms accurately. PROM scores 

showed very weak correlation with patient BMI (R2=0.09 for KOOS, R2=0.02 for SF-36) and very 

weak correlation with patient age (R2=0.04 for KOOS, R2=0.05 for SF-36). Finally, PROM scores 

showed very weak correlation with HKA error (R2=0.02 for KOOS, R2=0.05 for SF-36). Other 

studies have identified a stronger correlation between PROM scores and HKA error (182), which 

highlights the limitations in our PROM data. 

Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) data was 

collected, but was removed from the study due to the KOOS covering the questions offered by 

WOMAC. 

5.4 POTENTIAL SOURCES OF MEASUREMENT ERROR 

Intra-observer reliability 

Investigation of possible human error in measurements was performed to enhance the 

findings from this project. This was done in the form of 3 repeat measurements (two additional 

measurements after the initial ‘Data set 1’ round, separated by two weeks in between rounds) of 
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HKA, PO, ATL and TS for all 20 participants in pre and post-operative images on the left and 

right sides. The measurements in this investigation were chosen due to their availability across 

most image sets, high clinical relevance and/or greater perceived difficulty during the 

measurement process. Given the heterogeneity between image quality and patient stance seen 

throughout the study, we decided that 3 repeat measurements across a wide range of 

images/patients would provide more value than a greater number of repeated measurements across 

less images. 

Figure 4.21 showed coefficient of variation (CV) results of 5.17% for HKA, 7.22% for ATL, 

7.24% for PO and 25.64% for TS. The more varied TS results were unsurprising given the known 

difficulty of radiographic TS measurement and the greater sensitivity to change even with small 

alterations to line positioning along the tibial plateau (283). Nevertheless, all data showed 

acceptable levels of variability with CV values below the acceptability threshold of 30%. 

Inter-observer reliability 

In tandem with intra-observer analysis was inter-observer analysis involving an orthopaedic 

registrar from Macquarie Limb Reconstruction Centre (GO – Observer 2). Observer 2 conducted 

a single measurement of HKA, PO and TS for all 20 participants in pre and post-operative images 

on the left and right sides. Measurement data was entered into a blank spreadsheet by Observer 2 

with no prior knowledge of the measurement values already acquired in the study. Only a single 

measurement was requested for this analysis in the interest of Observer 2’s available time 

alongside clinic/hospital duties. Given the various techniques for HKA, PO and TS measurement, 

Observer 2 was provided a copy of the detailed protocol (from Section 3.2.4) that was applied by 

the primary observer, such that valid comparisons could be made. 

CV data showed acceptable results of 11.08% for HKA and 19.02% for PO. TS results, 

however, had a CV of 179.39%, which falls far beyond the defined acceptability threshold. After 

the three largest outlier measurements of >5° disparity were excluded, CV was still unacceptable 

at 148.13%. Observer 2’s results were also compared with the primary observer’s results in terms 

of raw difference (seen in Table 4.3), calculated as the primary observer measurement values 

minus the values obtained by Observer 2. This showed a raw difference of -0.02° ± 2.13, with 50% 

of Observer 2’s measurements lying within ±~1.2° of the primary observer’s measurements, 

providing some evidence that TS measurement can be very accurate between observers. However, 

there is potential for large variability in measurements, which is unsurprising given the difficulty 

in TS measurement from 2D images and the high level of radiographic interpretation and 

measurement precision required to acquire accurate data. Another consideration is the level of 

experience and background between the primary observer and Observer 2 – a research student and 
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orthopaedic registrar, respectively. In any case, the similarity in data between intra-observer and 

inter-observer measurements suggests that these results provide good evidence of the potential 

measurement variation that can occur. 

Methodological error 

It is well appreciated in the literature that 2D radiographic measurements are susceptible to 

error if patients are not positioned correctly during image acquisition, or if individuals have 

rotational deformities that disrupt standard imaging protocols (284-288). With the aim of analysing 

methodological error, we chose to investigate variables that should theoretically not change 

between the pre-operative images and the post-operative images e.g. tibial measurements should 

not change following a DFO surgery. By doing so, any change that is identified can be indicative 

of methodological error that may be present throughout the study, under the assumption that 

imaging protocols were strictly adhered to. There is also an assumption that imaging protocol is 

the same for the operative and non-operative leg i.e. if only the operative leg is instructed to have 

the patellae facing forward, then the non-operative leg is likely to have pre and post-op HKA 

measurement difference. According to the lead radiographer (KG) at Macquarie Medical Imaging 

(MMI), instructions should be the same for operative and non-operative sides as per standard 

imaging protocol. 

The measurements that were included in this analysis were HKA, FLL, ATL, AFL, mMPTA, 

mLDFA, KJLCA, TS and KFA (Figure 4.21). HKA was the only measurement that fell under the 

CV acceptability threshold at 26.76%, providing good evidence that 2D radiographs facilitate 

repeatable measurements of varus/valgus lower-limb deformity. However, the CV showed 

unacceptable variability for all other measurements in this methodological analysis, ranging from 

42.55% to 118.26%. The likely cause of differences in these measurements is the same as 

previously mentioned i.e. knee flexion/hyperextension, femoral version or rotational deformities. 

However, another possible cause of measurement difference particularly relevant to this analysis 

is uneven weight distribution between the left and right leg between images, such as compensatory 

change to avoid pain in the operated knee post-surgery. This could cause stretch of the 

medial/lateral collateral ligaments or a change in cartilage pressure to elicit different measurements 

pre versus post-op. Since post-op images were taken ≥8-weeks after the procedures, such 

compensatory stance is unlikely, but this methodological data indicates that changes to 

measurements other than HKA may have unacceptable levels of measurement error. 
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5.5 CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS 

5.5.1 Radiographs and Methodology 

The majority of the radiographs analysed in this work appeared to be excellently captured 

and the methodology could be executed according to our measurement protocol from Sub-Section 

3.2.4. However, some radiographs from the five different imaging facilities accessed during this 

study proved very difficult, or even impossible to conduct the necessary measurements from. The 

first issue was the image exposure of some lateral single-leg X-rays. Whilst this issue was rarely 

present in coronal long-leg X-rays (LLXR) and could be resolved by altering the brightness, invert 

and contrast settings within InteleViewerTM, a number of lateral X-rays could not be used for 

certain analyses. Typically, the visibility of the ankle, tibia and distal section of the femur was 

sufficient, but the femoral head could occasionally not be identified – KFA could not be measured 

as a result. It is unclear whether these lateral images were not intending to capture the femoral 

head, and were rather aiming to capture the knee joint for general clinical observation pre/post-

operatively. Regardless, it should be standard protocol to capture the entire limb from around the 

ilium down, such that the radiographs are suitable for KFA measurements in clinical and research 

contexts. However, as mentioned in Section 5.2, single-leg stance could be problematic for KFA 

measurements. TS measurements were also difficult to perform as a result of image penetration, 

which was mentioned by Observer 2 in feedback following the analysis. If the penetration was 

insufficient to clearly differentiate the medial and lateral tibial plateau, the confidence in 

measurement position was reduced and variability in results subsequently occurred, evidenced in 

our intra/inter-observer and methodological (inter-image) error data (Figure 4.21). No EOS images 

involved the same penetration insufficiency, which could suggest an increased consistency of the 

EOS technology. A Figure demonstrating penetration issues is not included, as single-frame 

screenshots would only be static representations of problematic radiographs, as they are unable to 

demonstrate thorough manipulation of brightness/contrast settings within InteleViewerTM. 

Another significant issue with the radiographs appeared to be patient stance during image 

acquisition. There is a standardised protocol applied to each coronal LLXR/EOS scan for pre/post-

op knee osteotomy analysis. This involves the patient standing with even weight distribution, feet 

shoulder-width apart, knees and hips in full extension, the patellae facing anteriorly and the spine 

erect. Most images appeared to follow this protocol closely, but some images may have deviated 

from this. A common observation was difference in femoral anteversion/retroversion (active 

rotation of the femur) between pre and post-op images (Figure 5.1). Even if these differences are 

minor, they can cause large differences in measurement values (286). It is therefore not possible 

to confirm whether the source of HKA error from Figure 4.4 is surgical or methodological, which 

places a limitation on the confidence in the findings. 
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patella mal-tracking prevalence in KOA patient (290). Hence, the patellae of some individuals 

may be naturally off-centre in coronal radiographs when standing in the correct position. A 

possible way to navigate this may be to determine patella tracking and femoral/tibial axial rotation 

prior to pre-operative imaging, to determine how the patient should be positioned in the images 

used for surgical planning. 

The final radiograph-related challenge encountered during this study was the availability of 

full-spine EOS scans. Part of the secondary aims for the study was to observe post-operative 

change to lordosis and scoliosis in the lumbar spine, which can only be visualised in EOS scans 

capturing the entire spine. Hence, in order to measure post-operative change in these variables, a 

patient must have undergone a pre and post-operative full-spine EOS scan. Only one participant 

with scoliosis in our cohort had these images available, yet, the usability of the images was 

questioned due to the sagittal malalignment of the femoral heads. The reason for low numbers of 

full-spine EOS scans presumably relates to the traditional prescription of pelvis-down scans for 

individuals with knee malalignment, as the image window of LLXR cannot capture the spine in a 

single-image. Furthermore, the consideration of the spine in HTO/DFO patients exceeds the scope 

of surgical management which orthopaedic surgeons offer – debilitating or symptomatic spinal 

pathology is managed by spine surgeons. For these reasons, despite the availability of an EOS 

machine at MMI, prescription of a spinal EOS scan for HTO/DFO patients is not currently standard 

practice. To conduct a comprehensive study on post-operative spinal alignment change, clinicians 

would be required to prescribe full-spine EOS scans to all patients where an HTO/DFO may be 

indicated, such that research can be retrospectively/prospectively facilitated. Of course, this would 

result in a slightly increased radiation dose, but the lower radiation of EOS would assist in 

rationalising spinal investigation (53). It should also be noted that static measurement of spinal 

alignment parameters would provide a limited perspective on post-operative change, and gait 

analysis (or other related methods) would be required in combination to investigate any dynamic 

consequences of spinal alignment change following the procedures.  
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5.5.2 Participation 

The number of participants for this study fell short of the projected numbers, which may 

have a myriad of causation. Being an entirely retrospective cohort and with the presence of 

COVID-19 restrictions, the majority of the patients were not seen by the research team at any 

stage, and were simply recruited via a telephone call or e-mail. 

Whilst literature on this topic could not be found, it would be assumed that a greater 

percentage of patients would have elected to participate in the study if they were seen in-person 

by the researcher/s and had the research explained to them/questions answered in a clinical setting. 

Instead, a phone call or e-mail was mostly the means of communication, which may have made 

individuals more hesitant consenting to research involvement. 

Furthermore, documentation to be completed by patients was predominantly sent and 

returned via e-mail, which created some technological barriers to participation, as indicated by 

some participants who raised concerns about their ability to be involved based on their available 

technology e.g. lack of a tablet/computer or printer/scanner. Whilst the methods for document 

completion was made as flexible as possible in digital form to facilitate maximum participation, 

for those who were incapable of digital document completion/return, the COVID-19 circumstances 

prevented some individuals from visiting post offices to send hard copies of the documents. In 

future, we would elect to use an online survey tool to simplify the completion of documents and 

eliminate some barriers to research involvement that patients faced. 

Finally, the quantity of documentation required from each participant would be reduced in 

future projects. Participants were asked to complete PROMs that were multiple pages long – albeit 

in multiple-choice format – which may have caused patients to decide not to complete the forms. 

In addition, patients who did begin completion of the forms may have realised that a number of 

questions overlapped in content, which is a result of similar PROM design to cover a number of 

important symptom and general health-related measures. Hence, respondent fatigue may have 

been a factor in non-completion of PROMs (291). Despite our use of multiple detailed PROMs to 

potentially enhance the research and broaden the applicability of the findings, the use of a single 

PROM, or avoiding repetitive questioning throughout multiple shorter PROMs, may benefit 

participation rates in future work. 
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5.6 FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR KNEE OSTEOTOMY RESEARCH 

Several recommendations can be made following our study to guide and enhance future 

HTO/DFO research: 

1. Refinement of the methodological approach used to determine accuracy of the PSI 

correction. Radiographic measurement of HKA error has a number of influencing factors that may 

not give a true indication of the correction executed by the PSI – i.e. the HKA could be impacted 

by the stability of internal fixation or radiographic measurement error (as covered in Section 5.5.1). 

Hence, to confirm the accuracy of coronal and sagittal plane correction with PSI, cadaveric studies 

may be the most appropriate as they allow the PSI corrections to be isolated from potential 

confounds. A cadaveric study would also allow pre and post-op CT analysis without the concerns 

of excessive radiation in a patient study. Miao et al. recently published a similar study (292), but 

each PSI should be investigated separately due to differences in design. If the PSI corrections were 

seen to be accurate in-vitro, then the source HKA error in-vivo could be more-closely linked to 

internal fixation or radiographic error. 

2. To investigate weight-bearing computed tomography (CT) for pre/post-op analysis. Most 

identified studies used long-leg radiographs for planning the correction and measuring accuracy, 

as this has been the gold standard for decades. Despite this method being used in many HTO/DFO 

studies reporting excellent surgical accuracy, there are potential sources of error associated with 

radiographs for alignment measurements, as observed in our study. We identified three studies that 

used standard CT scanning to plan and analyse osteotomy procedures. Victor and Premanathan 

used supine full-leg CT scans, allowing bilateral 3D reconstructions of the lower-limbs (19). Shi 

et al. and Jacquet et al. applied a similar method, but used supine CT scans of the femoral head, 

knee and ankle to create 3D reconstructions of lower limb segments for operative planning with a 

reduced radiation exposure (210, 212). However, we did not identify an HTO/DFO study using 

CT scanning in a weight-bearing position, which is a logical progression for future research. 

3. Surgical planning and evaluation of HTO/DFO procedures from EOS images in 

combination with sterEOSTM software could also be investigated, as this allows 3D reconstructions 

of lower-limb anatomy based on coronal and sagittal images. This may allow comparable 

alignment measurement accuracy to CT scanning at a reduced radiation dosage. 

4. Radiostereometric analysis (RSA) of various internal fixation types and their influence on 

varus/valgus correction accuracy and tibial slope maintenance would provide valuable information 

on opening-wedge movement throughout ossification. Luites et al. conducted an RSA study in an 

HTO cohort in 2009 (276), but updated HTO and DFO research on revised internal fixation models 

would establish a more contemporary perspective on choice of hardware. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

This thesis demonstrated that high tibial osteotomy (HTO) and distal femoral osteotomy 

(DFO) using patient-specific instruments (PSI) is a capable method for accurately correcting 

varus/valgus malalignment of the knee. Slight tibial slope increase can be expected from HTO, but 

larger internal fixation designs appear to provide better opening-wedge stability and limit such 

change. Single-bone and functional leg length increase following HTO/DFO is minor and may 

only negatively impact coronal pelvic/spinal alignment in cases where the procedures would 

exacerbate pre-existing malalignment. Change towards parallel knee joint line convergence was 

seen, and indicated successful unloading of the arthritic compartments. Analysing HTO/DFO 

influence on sagittal pelvic/spinal alignment is difficult and would require revised imaging 

protocols to validate such correlation. 

Analysis of intra-observer, inter-observer and methodological (inter-image) reliability of the 

two-dimensional radiographic methods utilised in this study revealed measurement variation that 

limits the confidence in our primary findings. In light of this, we recommend that complete three-

dimensional (3D) pre-operative planning and post-operative evaluation, such as with weight-

bearing computed tomography (CT), is investigated in HTO/DFO procedures. Successful 

implementation of such an approach is likely to provide a more accurate indication of surgical 

accuracy and post-operative alignment change as a step towards further individualised treatment 

plans. EOS image 3D reconstructions using sterEOSTM software could also facilitate more accurate 

analysis at a comparatively reduced radiation dose to CT scans, with the added potential of 

incorporating simultaneous spinal alignment measurements. Machine learning implementation to 

clinical research would complement improved and more complex analysis methodologies and may 

uncover new considerations for knee osteotomy procedures. 
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